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CHAPTER 1

Introductory

The following account is based upon a five weeks field survey
carried £? during the summer of 1938. It was intended to follow this
wTwiS an intensive study of one locality over a period of twelvemonSst Political developments in Europe made tW^projeet imprac
ticable at the time and the scheme has n™ been abandoned.

For the facilities afforded me in Iraq I am particularly
indebted to Mr.C.J.Edmonds, Adviser to the Iraq Government, Captain
Vyvyan Holt, Oriental Secretary at the British Embassy Baghdad and His
Excellency Ahmad Beg i Taufiq Beg, Mutasarnf of Erbil, in whose
province this research was carried out.

The justification for publishing the somewhat superficial data
contained in'this monograph lies in the absence »'J^^S 2cialcomparable material elsewhere. The general form of Kurdish social
organisation as here described is probably fairly typical f J*£* ?* *
large number of Mohammedan peoples scattered throughout the mountainous
areas of western Asia. Concerning such peoples there is at present
available very little ethnographic material of any kind and the
postulate that the Kurdish form of society is typical is put forward as
an hypothesis open to correction in the light of further study.

Of more immediate relevance is the close correlation that
undoubtedly exists between Kurdish social forms and those of Arabia in
general. This fact is of interest since linguistically the Kurds are
of "aryan" rather than "semitic" stock. Concerning the -manners and
customs" of various Bedouin and Semitic groups there is of course an
enormous mass of literature available, some of it of the highest
scientific quality, but the emphasis in every case has been to make an
historical record of ethnographic fact rather than to study any
particular group as a society in functioning existence at the present
time. The work ofMaussen, Musil, Lane, Drower and Murray to name but
a few, though admirably detailed, is by modern standards somewhat life
less, since it describes the pattern of various cultural norms without,
as a rule, showing their social significance or demonstrating the
fundamental interrelationship between them. The earlier studies of
Robertson-Smith, Frazer and Westermarck were entirely synthetic in
character and gave no true picture of the functioning of any single

* A. JausBen - Les Coutumes des Arabs au Pays de Moab
A. Musil - Manners and Customs of the Rwala Bedouins
E.W.Lane - Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians
E.S.Drower - The Mandaeans of Iraq and Iran
G.W.Murray - Sons of Ishmael



society. Nevertheless these works continue to be of fundamental
importance as contributions to anthropological theory. There have been
important studies of particular aspects of Semitic culture, notably that
of*Krs. Seligman on Kinship and Granqvist on Marriage, the latter being
at the present time unique in its wealth of documentary detail concern
ing the actual position of women in a Mohammedan society, but we still
lack a coordinated study for any single area. Owing to the lack of
adequate empirical data the present monograph does not effectively fill
that gap, but it does provide for the first time an indication of the
practical organisation of a settled group whose kinship affiliations are
of the typical Semitic pattern. The details of my account will it is
hoped be filled in and elaborated by further research.

The existing documentary material concerning Kurdistan and the
Kurds is somewhat meagre in quality. Most of it consists of highly
romanticised travel stories of which the title of Millingen's Wild Life
among the Koords (1870) gives a fair indication of the contents. The
romantic tradition is incidentally still maintained, as evidence
G.J.Mueller's Einbruoh in verschlossene Kurdistan published only in 1937

For the Southern Kurdish area in general little serious
ethnographic material is available, though Hellmut Christoff's Kurden
und Armenier dealing with the Turkish area to the north has some
relevance. V.F.Minorsky's Kurds1 Notes and Observations published in
Russian in 1915 refers, I believe, in part to the area under discussion
"but this has not been accessible to me.

Concerning the Rowanduz area itself there are only two books
generally accessible. A.M.Hamilton's Road through Kurdistan which is »
light-hearted though highly interesting account of the construction of
the strategic motor road up to Rowanduz and on to the frontier, and
W.R.Hay's Two Years in Kurdistan. The latter deals precisely with the
same area and the same individuals as are the subject of this monograph;
I shall refer to it frequently both in criticism and as providing
supporting evidence. Further local colour may be obtained from
W.A.Wigram's Cradle of Mankind, which deals with a neighbouring area
slightly to the North West; the author's religious prejudices in favour
of the Assyrian (Christian) community however give a marked bias to
many of his judgements.

Of my own study I repeat that further research will doubtless
correct my analysis on many points of detail. Nevertheless I believe
the general correlation of the elements of social organisation to be

* B.Z.Seligman - Studies in Semitic Kinship (Bulletin of the
School of Oriental Studies Vol.iii)
H.N.Granqvist - Marriage Conditions in a Palestine Village
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valid, and I would draw the readers attention to the seemingly very
close interdependence of kinship, political and economic factors in the
groups studied.

Preliminary note on Kurdish names

The ordinary Kurd has a single name given to him at birth of
which the following are typical - Jelal, Ali, Mustafa, Hamid (Mohammad),
Amin, Kharim. If it is necessary to be more specific he will give the
name of his village also; thus we find that sophisticated detribalised
Kurds often use the name of their village as a surname - my interpreter
called himself Kharim Bakhani - Bakhani being his village of origin.
Among the tribes such usage is unnecessary.

The title Agha will be discussed in detail later - it is
usually translated "chief" and is carried by the landlords of villages
and their immediate male relatives. As a title it follows the name:-
thus Ali Agha, Hamid Amin Agha. To be more specific the name of thp
village is added:- thus Hamid Amin Agha i Naupurdan.

Analogous to this is the title '6eg. Strictly speaking it is a
turkieh title but is used by some Kurds. Thus the Sorani people of
Dergala call themselves Begzawada, by virtue of the fact that their
leaders claim descent from the former princes of Rowanduz, who
established an independent principality in the 17th/18th Century.*
The use of Beg among the Sorani seems to be identical to Agha elsewhere,
so to avoid confusion I refer to the chief of Dergala, Mir Hamid Amin,
as Agha and not Miran or Beg as he is usually called.

Mir (prince) is similarly a turkish title which is carried by
certain notables. The Agha of Rust for instance is Mir Sadik Agha and
the title appears several times in the ancestry of the chiefs of Walash.

The title Sheikh does not, as in Arabia, imply tribal leader
ship. Normally it is reserved for religious leaders;- e.g. Sheikh
Alauddin of Khalan, a leader of the Nakhshwandi sect of mystics. The
name is however sometimes carried as an ordinary name. Thus Sheikh
Mohammad Agha of Walash is not himself a religious leader. He was
given the personal name Sheikh Mohammad at birth after a relative who
had been a real sheikh.

The Mulla is the village priest, his precise functions are
discussed later. As a title it comes before the names- thus Mulla
Mahmoud.

Hajji is the Mohammedan title for those who have visited Mecca.
As few Kurds achieve this, the bearer of such a title likes to be

•See C.J.Edmonds - A Bibliography of Southern Kurdish (Journal
of the Royal Central Asian Society, Vol.XXIV, 487)♦



addressed by it. Ali Agha of Rayat's full title is Hajji Ali Agha and
he i3 sometimes addressed simply as Hajji. The nephew of Hamid Amin
of Naupurdan had also made the pilgrimage and I never heard him called
anything but Hajji.

The title Sayyid implies a descendant of the Prophet and
carries with it the right to wear a green turban. The descent is
probably in most cases mythical; anyway the Sayyids whom I met had
every appearance of being pure bred Kurds. In the Balik area the only
persons claiming this honour are the two Sheikhs of Khalan and Zinu -
Alauddin and his uncle Obaidullah.

The turkish term Effendi is frequently applied to town notables
who have no tribal linkage and thus cannot be called Aghass- thus
Mustapha Effendi, the leading notable of Rowanduz. Similarly it is a
title applied to scholars - my interpreter was known everywhere as
Kharim Effendi.

Hakim (arable 'doctor') is applied only to foreigners. I
acquired this title myself after resolutely refusing to be either a
'Lord' or a 'Major1.

The field of investigation

The field of investigation is showi on the two maps at the end
of this volume. It has been found impossible in a single colour line
drawing' to show the contour features of the country at all adequately
and altitudes are merely indicated in figures. The area is covered
by sections I 38 and J 38 of the International Map of the World (Scale
Is l,ooo,ooo) while the Rowanduz area appears on section 1. D on the
4 miles to 1 inch War Office map of Iraq, Persia and Turkey in Asia.

Map 1 which shows the whole of the Erbil liwa of Iraqi-
Kurdistan is divided into three areas A, B and C having both geographic
and ethnographic significance.

A. Rowanduz. This area, the main field of study, is shown in
enlarged scale on Map 2. Prior to the construction of the motor road
some ten years ago, this area was extremely inaccessible. Practically
the only way of reaching the region was by way of a bandit infested
mule track that led along the edge of the precipitous "Rowanduz Gorge.
The area is extremely mountainous. Rowanduz itself is some 3»000 feet
above sea level and the peaks on the Persian border reach above
12,000 feet. Cool and well watered it presents a tremendous contrast
to the arid plains of Mesopotamia. Comparitively little land is
suitable for cultivation, and the steep inclines preclude the adoption

* For photographs see Hay pp. 200, 222,

of modern methods of agriculture. The villages as will be seen .rom
top 2 are situated mostly in the valleys. East of Dergala village
practically the whole area is snow bound throughout the winter. Befon
the war, though the area was nominally under Turkish domination, the
local Kurdish leaders maintained practical independence. After the
war the area came within the area of the Iraq mandate. The policy
adopted by the British administration and the immediate political
consequences are described by Hay. Crudely summarised it may be said
that after some initial mistakes in which the government unfortunately
"backed the wrong man" the administration eventually achieved a
relative tranquility by paying all the important leaders a substantial
salary provided they behaved themselves. The economic consequences of
this will be referred to later. Following the abandonment of the
mandate, or perhaps earlier, it was decided by the Baghdad authorities
to adopt a more positive policy of "pacification". *A strategic road
was built through the mountains from Erbil to Rowanduz and continued or.
to the Persian border; a large military barracks was established at
Rowanduz with subsidiary police posts at Rayat and Gelala. The
economic and political consequences of the building of this road have
been very great and will be discussed in greater detail later.

To sum up then, the distinguishing characteristics of area A
are the poverty of the soil resources; the severity of the winter; the
extreme difficulty,until very recently, of any intercommunication
between the various valleys; and the fact that such "tribal dis
integration" as is now found is all of fairly recent origin dating for
the most part from tho construction of the road an-l the establishment
of permanent police authority in the Rayat valley.

B. Foothill Area. This area corresponding approximately to
the administrative district of Shaqlawa is separated from area A by an
almost impassable range of mountains. On the South side on the other
hand it merges quite gradually into the plains area C. Geographical
considerations therefore are mainly responsible for the fact that the
inhabitants of area B, though presumably of identical cultural origins
to those of area A, have for many years been in much closer contact
with the Arab world and western "sophisticated" influences generally.
At the present time the tribes of this area no longer function as
political entities, and the whole region is in a very real sense
"directly administered" by the police. Hays account (1920) makes it
appear that conditions were very similar even in his time though the
process of disintegration has doubtless been intensified in the
interval. The potential economic resources of the district are
probably much greater than for area A both on account of the milder
climate and the greater area of cultivable land.

* An account of the construction of this road is given by
A.M.Hamilton - Road through Kurdistan.



The migrations and shiftings of the Assyrian (Christian)
population consequent upon the various massacres and persecutions that
have taken place since the War have had important repercussions on the
economics of the area. The Assyrian groups were formerly widely
distributed among the Kurdish villages, mostly in a region North West
from area A. Despite special pleading by V/igram and others it would
appear that, apart from the religious differentiation, there was
formerly little ethnic or cultural difference between Assyrian and
Kurd. Under present conditions the differentiation is much more
marked. Persecution and the patronage of over-sympathetic European
Christians has had the double effect that those Assyrians who are now
left in the region are on the one hand congregated into tightly
isolated colonies, and on the other are rapidly adopting a high degree
of western sophistication with its accompanying technical advantages.
One such Assyrian colony exists at Batas, and appears to be achieving
considerable prosperity through the scientific development of tobacco
cultivation. This success is likely to have consequences for neigh
bouring Kurdish groups.

V/e distinguish area B therefore by the mildness of its climate;
its comparative fertility; and the looseness of the tribal organisation
as now existing.

C. Plains area. Geographically this area differs completely
from the other two. Largely flat, completely treeless, with a minimal
rainfall, and scorched cinder dry for four or five months of every year,
it would seem to be no place for the hillsman. But the soil is one of
the richest in the world. It forms part of the great "fertile
crescent" so beloved of archaeological historians, and has yielded a
vast-annual crop of wheat and barley for literally thousands of years.
Historically the area formed part of the great Assyrian and Hittite
empires and the number of archaeological remains ^s sufficient evidence
of its economic and political importance in ancient times. Today the
population consists of two distinct cultural groups; nomadic and semi-
settled Arabs intrusive from the South and permanently settled Kurds
with distinct Turkish and Armenian groups in the towns. According to
Hay (p. 77) the penetration of the Kurds southwards into the Erbil
plain is a comparatively recent historical event. He holds that the
area was formerly occupied by nomadic Arab groups who have been ousted
by the recent expansion of the Dizai tribe. The evidence for this
view seems to me doubtful. In any case, whatever the historical facts,
the techniques and economic arrangements of the plains Kurds now differ
so markedly from the hill groups that in most respects they must be
treated as a separate culture group. Politically also they differ
from the hill Kurds in that the present village chiefs (Aghas) are
mostly of quite different lineage to their followers, so that the
organisation tends to be feudal rather than tribal. I had supposed at
first that this must be a very recent development but similar
conditions are described by Hay writing in 1920.

The Nomads. In addition to the permanent settled inhabitants
of the three areas here discussed there are certain nomadic groups who
move seasonally from one area to another and even out of the district
altogether. These nomad3 are again in many respects a distinct
cultural group; their economy is based exclusively on pastoralism as
opposed to the pastoral-agriculturalism of the settled peoples- The
largest of the nomad tribes are the Herki. They are normally resident
in Persia near the southernmost end of Lake Urmia. These high
altitudes cannot provide sufficient fodder for their herds throughout
the year and during the late autumn the bulk of the tribe migrates down
the Rowanduz river and spreads out through the foothills (Area B) and
the northern fringe of the plains. They return to Persia with the
melting of the snows in the late spring. I have no first hand
evidence concerning these people and the second hand evidence appears
to be both fabulous and contradictory. There is reason to think that
their tribal organisation at the present time functions more perfectly
than that of the settled groups, presumably owing to le33 government
interference. They possess definite grazing rights in certain areas,
even in districts nominally under the control of settled groups*
though in other areas they pay some sort of rental for the right to
herd their flocks. Their migration is linked with important trade
activities. They bring salt with them from Persia to Iraq, and take
back wheat and barley. Wool is disposed of on the Erbil market as
well as large numbers of their livestock. The duty-free import of
salt is of course strictly illegal but is winked at by the authorities.
It was reported in the summer of 1938 that the Persian authorities
intended to compel the Herki to adopt a settled habitat. It is thus
unlikely that it will ever be possible to determine the precise
position of this group in the political and economic organisation of
the Kurdish area as a whole.

In my field work I stayed nearly all the time in villages
occupied by members of the Soran and Balik tribes (see Map 2).

*The Iraq government authorities are able to carry on all
negotiations with the Herki through the agency of a single paramount
Agha, this despite the fact that the tribe itself scatters into small
family groups throughout a very wide area; this seems to imply a high
degree of tribal integration. During the summer of 1938 a law case
was proceeding between the Agha paramount of the Herki and Jemil Agha
of Bahrika (Gerdi tribe) as to whether the former need pay any rent to
the latter for the grazing rights of what appeared to be Gerdi land.
Jemil Agha complained to me bitterly that the Herki seemed likely to
win their case owing to their greater wealth and resources for
corruption. The case however establishes the point that they might
claim traditional grazing rights in land seemingly within the sphere
of influence of permanently settled groups.



howevS Sonomlr J^J y '**? *°ntained- **«• present conditions
threTregions a Sfc l^61!^ P°litiCal ««"*** link the
clear as I *™™L J?,°' Cl°Sely toeeth°r- I will attempt to make
prSarilv flZTfJJ8 d!8ree *° which generalisations derived
aa^erallvZ, n S °f the B*lik Snd Der«ala tribes «» ^ regarded
ScSon Sn ??Sable t0 the Wh°le reSion- *^n c°"<^* ^iaSSbSiS^taTVT Ascription of the groups
fi e "dS! ^°raf e*!!JP "h03e ful1 trital name is Sorani Begzawada

ssjr^jSiur^^'the paraaount of wMch is the ^of
in*A +* The J*1* trite is a veiy much lar&er group and is subdivided
25i.l?7? °va,Xf! U3U*lly named Mullasherifi, Shevdini and Sukri, of
SEtflF a?Srifl iS m°h the laree3t- ^e Shevdini group centredaround Rayat has a considerable degree of cohesion and accepts the Agha
01 Kayat -Ali Agha - as paramount. The Mullaaherifi on the other
nana though nominally owing allegiance to the Agha of Walash - Sheikh
Mohammad Agha - appear in practice to be split into three groups
centred on Walash, Rust and Gelala. The Sukri are a small group about
which I know nothing. Sheikh Mohammad Agha by virtue of his position
as head of the largest clan is considered by the government to be Agha
paraaount of all the Balik; at the present time however his authority
is nominal outside the immediate sphere of influence of his own village
of Walash.

The two villages of Khalan and Zhinu i Sheikh require special
mention. (See Hay pp. 255 and 257 where Khalan is called Dar ul Aman).
The heads of these two villages,*Sheikh Alauddin and Sheikh Obaidullah,
are leaders of the mystic sect known as Nakhschwandi, which has its
basis in Bokhara. The villages are really hospices belonging to this
order. Apart from the adherents of the religious community the
population is very mixed, traders predominating. The marked
prosperity of the community is not hard to understand. At least two
large armed convoys of smugglers passed over the border even during "the
course of my three day visit* They even offered to take me with them,
but discretion unfortunately prevented my acceptance.

* These two individuals described as 'cousins' by Hay are really
nephew and uncle respectively although nearly the same age. It is
the nephew, Alauddin, who has the greater reputation and influence.

Apart from these two non-tribal villages, all the groups in
the Balik and Dergala areas are at least 95* P^re Kurdish. The
intrusive element is provided by a few Jews and Assyrian Christians
who as a rule carry on some special trade such as weaving or carpentry
and are thus tolerated as useful members of the community.

Method of Analysis.

As is clear from what has already been said, the tribal
organisation of the various groups throughout the area under review
have all to a greater or less degree been effected by contact with,
and interference by the external administrative authority. If we go
so far as to assume that at one time there was a form of social
organisation which could be regarded as the typical norm for all the
hill tribes of this region, it is certain that such a norm can nowhere
now be found functioning in its complete state. Kurdish society as
it exists today is a society undergoing extremely rapid and at times
violent social change. As we shall see there are powerful and
perhaps irresistable forces at work tending not so much to the
modification as to the total destruction and disintegration of
existing forms of tribal organisation. In such circumstances, in
order to make the description intelligible at all, some degree of
idealisation aeems essential. In the main therefore I shall seek to
describe Kurdish society as if it were a functioning whole and then
show up existing circumstances as variations from this idealised norm.
I am aware that such a method makes the resulting description to some
extent subjective and that on many points I have not the empirical
data to check'the validity of my hypothetical norm. In the circum
stances however it appears to be the most reasonable procedure to
adopt.

The External Administration

The precise form of the external administration has no very
direct bearing on the Kurdish social system as described in this
monograph. But at various points in the argument especially in the
section dealing with economic problems reference will have to be made
to elements in the administrative organisation, and it seems
desirable therefore to give first a brief description of the
functions and relationships of the various members of this external
organisation.

The administrative system of Iraq has been developed out of
that of the old Ottoman Empire. The terminology remains in many
respects unaltered. The whole of the Kurdish area here under
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administrI?ion mSfiE?*^ " ^^^ responsible for the policeSrneM m£L?£ £ mafJstra^ «* indirectly for such social
SalZfei^^?S* E?UCation; ^cultural Reform etc. The taxttf5222J£i closely associated with the police and also comes under
s fflsyatfjSas-*• ou,oide his contro1 ho,ever -
«v«m«JIit?n the f,i6ld °f °Ur diacusaion the social services of thegovernment are very limited, though the education system is worthy of
school J p T Primary "* secondary ^hools at Erbil and a primary
RowanlfK!fSM' There WaS f0r a while a secondary school also at£ *£ *his was closed following a nationalist rtrlke by the
I2S S° demanded t0 te ta^gnt in the Kurdish language instead of
*™«ii ♦ l°r 0bvi0U3 economic reasons these schools effect only a very
ZtLltratumo0f 30ciety - th* sons of important Aghas and town
merchants. Some of the larger villages have in addition a paid
government teacher. Though the intention is good, the practice is less
so. me wages offered and the facilities for advancement are so poor
tnat only the very poorest type of indolent scholar offers himself for
auch posts. In the Balik area anyway the experience of government
eaucation has so far proved unfortunate. The current opinion seemed to
oe tnat all government education officers are moral perverts. Two
examples serve to show the basis for such an attitude. The only
schoolmaster among the Balik at the time of my visit was attached to the
village of Rayat. Formerly he had been attached to the village of Rust
where he had married one of the Agha's daughters; this lady he had now
divorced or rather deserted and the Agha of Rust was suing him in the
courts for maintenance. In Rayat he had seduced the daughter of the
Mulla aiid to avoid scandal had now married her, but this in itself was a
scandalous proceeding since the Mulla and the schoolmaster are regarded
as enemies by nature - (since from the traditional viewpoint education
is the Mulla1s chief function). In another case which is described
more fully later the Agricultural Adviser of Walash was murdered,

* At the time of my visit the post of Mutasarrif of Erbil was held
by Ahmad Beg i Taufiq Beg, a Kurd from the relatively sophisticated
district of Sulaimani, a man of great intelligence and personal
integrity. I am directly indebted to him for the facilities and
assistance which enabled me to carry out this piece of field work, the
more especially since his own political position at the time was some
what delicate. Being related by marriage to the chiefs of the Pizdah
tribes, at that time in revolt, he was regarded with a certain amount
of suspicion by some of the Arab elements in the Baghdad government.
This fact, coupled with a mild reputation for being pro-British - by no
means a desirable sentiment in modern Iraq, - made my request for
travel facilities a decided inconvenience. In the circumstances his
help was deeply appreciated.
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probably at the instigation of the Agha, because he was held to have
corrupted the morals of the youth.

Health services need not concern us. In the area studied
there is no resident doctor outside the city of Erbil.

The Government have made various experiments in agricultural
reform chiefly with a view to improving the breed of livestock and the
quality of valuable crops such as tobacco. The Government's interest
in the improvement of the tobacco crop is especially relevant to the
area here described. Details will be discussed later but it may be
pointed out that Government assistance of this kind is not a
philanthropic enterprise. The heavy excise duty levied on all
saleable tobacco much more than repays any expenses incurred.

The independent judiciary functions through its court in
Erbil. In practice however it is in the nature of appeal court,
since in the first instance cases come before the Mudir (sub-district
magistrate) and then before the Qa'im Uaqam (district magistrate)
before being referred to the court. I am not clear as to the rules
governing "appeal" of this sort, nor as to the limits of sentence that
can be imposed by the magistrates' courts. So far as I know, only
serious cases such as homicide automatically go before the court at
Erbil.

During time of peace the military are stationed only at Erbil
and Rowanduz. There appears to be a general attitude of suspicion
and conflict as between the civil and the military authorities. In
this area the civil service is staffed mainly by Kurds and Turks and
is thus in general inclination Kurdo-phil. The army on the other
hand is staffed mainly by Iraqi-Arabs whose hatred and fear of the
"barbarous Kurd" can be taken for granted.

The liwa is divided into several districts (khaza) each
presided over by a district magistrate (Qalm Maqam). Area A, Hap 1
with which this account is mainly concerned lies wholly within the
khaza of Rowanduz. The Qa'im Maqam is responsible for his district
in much the same way as the Mutasarrif is responsible for his liwa.

The khaza in turn is subdivided into several sub-districts
(nahiya) over which presides a Mudir. The Balik tribe all reside
within the nahiya Balik - the administrative district in this case
coinciding with the tribal one. Dergala on the other hand is
administered from Rowanduz.

The Mudir has in his direct control a number of policemen who
provide the direct liaison between the external authority and the
tribe. It is the venality of these junior officials which is the
worst feature of the system, and which is the real source of
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^^nt T?Ul3rity moa* the trib*3- Hay describes the~ 0f ^ **•* as "hardened ruffians without training and
StSSfn « PJ!3; ey U3ed their ^thority to commit innumerable
today. * n0t appear that the Position is much changed

<w- *3e*°? ^e Mudir there should be in each village a Mukhtar, his
2!! E" u?^ ba3ically those of registrar and tax collector.
Amont „ae hill Kurds the Mukhtar is invariably the Agha of the village
concerned and the term is little used.

Thi3 summarises briefly the normal functions of the various
elements of Government within the area under discussion. A more
dynamic view of the interaction between Government and tribe will
emerge in the course of what follows.

* Iraq has had conscription since Turkish times and nominally
all Kurds are liable for military service. It is part of the duties
of the Mukhtar to record births and report to the Mudir the names of
those liable for service. Until very recently however no real
records have been kept, so to avoid military service it was merely
necessary to produce suitable presents for the right people at the
right moment. Contrarywise military service provides the Agha with
a convenient means of getting rid of undesirable characters. That at
least summarises the position as outlined to me by my interpreter.
But I obtained no figures as to the actual numbers conscripted.
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CHAPTER 2

Political Structure Definition of Units

The Kurdish term which in the foregoing pages I have crudely
described as tribe is Ashiret. *The name of the Ashiret describes at
once the people and the land they occupy. Thus it is sensible to
speak of 'Balik: country' as a district on the map while the individual
tribesman will describe himself as 'a Balik'.

An ashiret may consist of one or more patrilineal clans called
taifa, the fundamental difference between the two being that whereas
ashiret is essentially descriptive of a political group, taifa is
descriptive of a kinship group. Thus in Balik there are three taifa
usually known as Mullasherifi, Shevdini (or Shuizuri) and Sukri; in
"Soran" on the other hand there is just the one taifa of Sorani
Begzawada. The dual title of the Shevdini depends upon the context
of reference. Shevdin is the name of the ancestor from whom all
members of the Shevdini taifa nominally trace their descent, he was
the 'founder' of the taifa; Shuizur on the other hand is the name of
the district he came from. The Mullasherifi similarly all claim
descent from a certain Mulla Sherif said to have been a member of the
Galali tribe of Sulaimani district. In general the tendency seems to
be to take the group name from the ancestor rather than the place.
Ali Agha of Rayat in giving me his genealogy claimed that Shevdin had
lived eight generations ago and that in those days his family had
belonged to the Surchi tribe west of the Great Zab, and that they
migrated to the east in search of better land.t It was interesting to
note that Ali Agha was reluctant to admit that his taifa formed part
of the Balik ashiret. With the loosening of the political ties that
linked the three clans of the tribe he hoped soon to establish that
the Shevdini were an ashiret in their own right.

* The same is not strictly true of the Sorani centred on Dergala.
During the latter part of the 18th Century the name Soran was applied
to a territory approximately corresponding to areas A and B of top 1
over which the princes of Rowanduz had established a titular
suzerainty. Hamid Amin Beg the Agha of Dergala claims direct descent
from these former princes and he and his immediate kin call themselves
the Sorani Begzawada - "the descendants of the Begs of Soran". The
term Soran has no direct territorial significance today, but on Map 2
the area so marked is that controlled by Hamid Amin Beg of Dergala.

t For comparison one may note that Sheikh Mohammad Agha of
V/alash, Agha paramount of the Balik and of the Mullasherifi taifa was
also able to trace back his descent for eight generations but did not
reach the name of Mulla Sherif in the process.
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tira (^rSoJSi^fJ! fre^ently ***** l»to subsections called
instance subdivided Etott£?2£ 2? wfera??d *° before «• fOTone of the sons of MulU tZllt C2 ^P,?*"** descent from
names) are supposed te wT. il-, , SOnS (l did not ottain their
Rust/and these villus"Z^t*%* TP"*?* *" "****' Gelala «*

being presumably the na^es^ftS™ !S JT" Babakhr **• " the36
5atBSrsSSr 55? - s 2war—reply "StevdS w r^ "*** the naffle <* their tira would

claimed to me that h* , « vIH ^ gna of Ru3t for instance

not admit thi<* rtlTH. w 4. - °i waiash. Sheikh Mohammad of course didSis SSecJr "Stained that Mir Sadik, Agha of Rust was

the ter-TSiIJi; •JEf^r* ?? «***»» *uoted lt is ciear thatdaseiSoaSTrf SJI "9 tira fal1 fato the normal anthropologicalSSSS^Llb?25; ?*«»«*• (ramage), with the singleormaiity that the clans are in this case endogamous, or largely so.
Inheritance of Land Tenure

tm**\ ^settlements for the most part consist of small villages
bSftheCh™ ^^ ¥% the ValleyS- ^ te™ *°* rSj Solutesprove c«5S"8 "*1* cultivation surrounding them and Ly at times
houses onfv ?^ ?S *** °f **&***> '« ^stance contain two•™L!^ 1 of Dergala has over a hundred. Every gund is the
SS^Ji *^}°Td ?*•)• » the Agha owns onlj onTgund as inthe case of Hamid Amin Agha of Naupurdan he will live in it himself J if

*See C.Daryll Forde - Fission and Accretion in the Patrilineal
ST"*? a semi-Bantu community in Southern Nigeria J.R.A.I.
vol. 68; 314,
R.Firth - We, the Tikopia;370,371.
Note however that owing to the rule of ortho-cousin marriage, Kurdish
taira and tira tend to be endogamous rather than ezogamous.
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he owns several as in the case of Sheikh lioharamad Agha of Walash or
Hamid Amin Beg of Dergala, he will live in one himself and appoint
headmen (kokha) as his agents in the other villages. In theory the
Agha is the absolute owner of all the land in the gund,*the villagers
occupy and cultivate the land in the capacity of tenants and in return
pay him, in theory at any rate, the seemingly staggering rental of 5^
of the yield of the land. Again in theory the Agha has absolute
discretion to evict any tenant he disapproves of, and similarly the
tenant is free to leave whenever he chooses; the only property that the
tenant possesses in his own right are ordinary household belongings,
the roof beams of his house, and his personal livestock. Practise
probably differs markedly from theory. So far as I could judge in the
Balik country at any rate at least 9O50 of the population of any gund
were not only 3alik tribesmen but also members of the Agha's own taifa,
many of them being his near kinsmen. It would seem then that the
Agha's right of eviction remains theoretical except under extreme
provocation. In practise the right of tenancy is heriditable. This
latter point was confirmed to me by Sheikh Mohammad Agha of '.Valash; the
way he put it was that when a tenant died he, the Agha, could do what
ever he liked with the land, but that "as a rule" he gave it to the
deceased's son or brother whichever was the most suitable. It may be
noted that such a procedure would tend to prevent the land being split
up into a vast number of small holdings by the process of inheritance,
and would also provide an economic bond between the members of the
smaller extended family groups.

The tribal custom here is not, as might at first sight appear,
at variance with Mohammedan law. According to the Koranic rule a
man's testimentary rights are limited and most of his "property11 (milk)
is passed on in defined proportions to certain specific relatives.
Land however is for the most part excluded in the term mulk. The
actual legal position as it applies to land tenure in Iraq is somewhat
involved and the interested reader should refer direct to Sir E.
Dowson's "An Inquiry into Land Tenure and Related Questions" (Iraq
Government 1932). The following account summarises the position.

The legal situation regarding the inheritance of land tenure i3
defined by the Ottoman Land Code of 1858, and certain subsidiary
enactments of the old Turkish Empire. This recognises five classes of

*I have no data to show what rental is really paid. I wa3
assured on several different occasions and in different contexts at
Naupurdan, Walash and Dergala that the normal arrangement is for the
Agha to receive half the gross yield of the land if the tenant
provides his own cattle, implements, seed, etc., but two thirds of the
gross yield if the Agha provides the seed, implements, etc. According
to Hay (p. 68) the figure i3 only 1(# of the yield. But as I shall
show presently a 5C$ Tental i3 probably not as excessive as it sounds.
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land tenure Hulk, Mlri. Waaf V.+~,v 3 .
however do not apply a ouSl/L "* Mewat* These categories
mlri in particular^ beinTS lrLl° ^^^ day Ira1 conditions, the term
implied by the Land Codt £ Iffin « * *diffe™t —.to that
in number e effective categories appear to be three

ysacra; fficraasMSL-
2) SSSSSS?SSsras carof the original holde^f Ju e"*ailed to the direct descendants

vested in fhe stale! ^ <M8tUal ^ership continues to be

3) SS^-i'SVS'.SJfSL?1 '^ l8gal ""^ -dindirectly at it. a?! ? h "^ be «*Ploited directly or
establish o^ :CrSt°s ~bJTOt *° due "cognition^ of
represents the ov^Li f * *" effect ****• land s^P^
•A or tapu tenSeT m^ re3idU6 °f the countl^ not heli in

agricultural*?^ £*lSl*4? this study is concerned very little if any
think, only to town pr^erS ^w* "* J*!" °at6g0iy «*aie8» *and some portions of lilt I •> rf •"* C l8 held *» tapu tenure
that in legal"Kort SMtSf: J"* A±S ««****** «2± 1«* 90wieory the tribes are here tenants of the state

Kurdish Sesmen16^^1"^10118.^6 not *eaxl» «*«»tood by theconfused and !CB **»*<*'* study shows the position is in fact
area thwfse£S toM-^ °Pportunltie8 for corruption. In the Bali*
tapu in the121 of tS a,B0,rfB~t on foot to «et the tribal land made
was anxious £ wf If S"^68*0™' ^ A«ha of ««*** '« instanceseemeTtTthSk^hat ?t Shevdinl1 territory "registered" in his name and
People. SSr« J }* """^ a 1u«tion of bribing the rightSohZad Agtehoa SS2?T W?fd bf/trongly resisted by Sheikh
-up over c is"as£ityinf^ hia nominai °veriord-
is lBMlS IS !" th« 1uestion of inheritance is concerned the position
none o^Jt f "i, ?°ne °f the Kurdish land is «* and accordingly
She A^hi h^ 3 J?Ct *? th8 K°ranic stipulations. The attitude of!™i however is not very clear. Sheikh Mohammad Agha for
SSj!,Waf very ^^tant that all the land of the BaliTwas his
AiT^T prop!rtv' l**0* was somewhat inconsistent since he certainly
SiJf£ m8!f \UG' that the territory would be divided up among his
II TJZl*1Se^h* ^f' I* *• qulte d««*ite in fact that where land
anv Sn^S. r l**1™3 fg** to "ownership" are not correlated with
any principle of Koranic inheritance.
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The Clan Agha

The gund Aghas1 relations to their tenants has now been
defined; they in turn owe allegiance to the Agha of the taifa. This
individual also may glibly claim to own all the land of all the gunds
under his suzerainty, but his ownership is of a much more nominal
variety than that of the gund Agha, The taifa Agha does not levy any
specific charge upon his underlings but rather receives from them gifts
in proportion to his usefulness. Thu3 Hamid Amin Agha of Naupurdan,
even though he belonged to the same tira as Sheikh Mohammad Agha of
tfalash head of the Mullasherifi and nominal paramount of all the Balik,
did not admit that the latter was in any general sense his superior;
though Sheikh Mohammad for his part claimed that Hamid Amin was his
vassal. This discrepancy I think is only partly due to the recent
loosening of political ties. In general it would appear that prior to
the coming of the external administration the function of the taifa
Agha was roughly that of arbitrator and court of appeal rather than
dominating overlord. He seems to have been called in to arbitrate in
small scale feuds, settle disputes between neighbouring villages over
grazing rights and water, settle divorce disputes and so forth. For
these services he would be suitably recompensed by the parties to the
dispute.

This system of justice was doubtless exceedingly corrupt by
European standards, but probably v/orked tolerably well. It is not
clear what sanctions could be employed to enforce judiciary decisions
of this sort. • Today the clansman is encouraged to short-circuit the
traditional machinery of the Aghas1 courts and appeal for justice
direct to the police. To some extent the two systems continue to
operate side by side but with the continual lessening of the Aghas1
authority litigation tends more and more to be a matter for the
external administration only. I tried to obtain some opinions as to
the relative efficiency of the old system and the new. The results
were interesting. It was admitted that the decisions of the Agha in
the old days were somewhat arbitrary, being based on considerations of
wealth and nepotism rather than moral right, but at least a decision
wa3 arrived at quickly. The modern procedure on the other hand
though plainly well intentioned is considered in practice to be slow,
complicated and costly, and since the wealthier litigant can nearly
always manage to appeal to a higher court if the first decision goes
against him, the "justice" is nearly as one sided as before. Moreover
it was argued that the police were just as corrupt as the Aghas with
the disadvantage that, whereas formerly the Aghas were to some extent
limited in their decisions by kinship obligations, the police had no
interest at all except to sell justice to the highest bidder. Though
this is certainly an overstatement of the case, many of the Iraqi
police do appear to be exceedingly corrupt. So much so in fact that
the new Qa'im Maqam of Rowanduz, chief magistrate of the district* was
generally acclaimed by all as the almost unique example of a sincere
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w ^Ii?ml^8tr!!0r; The venalitv of the junior police officers
Jnn™ H £ ±J??rtmt effect uP°n th* economic status, and hence the
SS^TS ! 6^* The P°3ition was Put to me thus by Hamid AminAgha of Dergala. "In the old days" he said "all my followers gave me
"?•*•* ***** few ca* afford to, they must keep in well with the

police and then they have nothing left for me".

m««ri In *?rlie? times tt« tai*a Agaa was probably in a position to
fl^lt !? i 8Cale military activities; even today this would appear
SJH * / ??!• J WaS told f0r *"**"» that in 1936 All Agha ofRayat, head of the Shevdini, had led his men across the border and
sacxed a Persian police post in reprisal for the latter having impounded
some of his clansmens' cattle. Naturally such incidents are strongly
disapproved of by the authorities.

The Tribal Agha

*In the case of the Balik, as we have seen, the Agha of the
A&ltJ ' Mullasherifi, is also Agha paramount of the whole tribe,

and this is doubtless the normal rule. His function as tribal Agha
ooes not ever seem to have amounted to very much except in time of war,
in which case he automatically became leader of the whole group and
doubtless received economic benefits accordingly. In time of peace
ne only receives small token payments, such as gifts of fruit and the
iike, from his more remote subordinates.

The evidence concerning the actual behaviour of the Balik
during the disturbed times of 1914-1920 is contradictory. Sheikh
Monammad asserts that he led his people to a victorious massacre of
the invading Russian army; Hamid Amin of Naupurdan on the other hand
says that Sheikh Mohammad ran away and that it was he Hamid Amin who
saved the remnants of the Balik from annihilation and finally routed
the Russians. Whatever really happened, it seems clear that Sheikh
Mohammad as head of the Mullasherifi ought to have led the Balik to
war, whether he actually did so or not.

The first effect of contact with the external administration
was certainly to increase the influence of the tribal Agha at the
expense of his fellows. Thus Hay ingenuously remarks (p. 67) "The
tribal chief has many obligations towards his tenants and tribesmen,
the most important of which is that he will become their spokesman in
all matters which concern the GovernmentM. The British

*Hay (p. 68) states that it is the custom to present the paramount
chief with a pregnant ewe from every considerable flock at the
beginning of the year. Hay however makes no distinction between
tribes and clans and the obligation may be towards the Agha of the
taifa rather than the ashiret.
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Administration moreover adopted the Turkish expedient of paying the
tribal Aghas an annual salary provided they kept their tribe in
order. This procedure undoubtedly gave the tribal Agha an altogether
disproportionate economic influence, and has had various repercussions
which will be discussed further in the next chapter.

The salary awarded to Sheikh Mohammad of V/alash was stopped
some years ago and, as might be expected, his influence as tribal
leader declined rapidly. As is evidenced by the rival claims of the
Aghas of Rayat and Rust noted above, the Balik has scarcely any
functioning unity as a tribe at the present time, though Sheikh
Mohammad with a wide sweep of his arm, still declares that all the land
belongs to him and that the taifaa of Shevdin and Sukr are only there
on sufferance. At the present moment (1938) his prestige is probably
on the upgrade since he has recently been appointed a "member of
Parliament" and regularly attends the legislative assemblies in Baghdad.
The appointment carries with it a small salary, but its real
importance so far as the tribes are concerned is that it demonstrates
that the holder is in favour with the Mutasarrif and with the Baghdad
Authorities.

Kinship Structure

While I have here sketched out the superficial political
structure of the community the real nature of the relationship between
the various Aghas and their followers can only be understood in terms
of kinship.

The essentially conditional nature of the Aghas1 authority was
only vaguely understood by the earlier British Administrators. Hay
for instance remarks (p. 67) "The Aghas are very oppressive to their
tenants, more especially where the Government is close at hand and can
assert its authority. In the mountain districts the tribesmen are
exceedingly poor, they have little to fear from the Government, and
their chief finds it difficult to coerce them. A rival chief would
probably soon appear if he did". This statement brings out the fact,
already well known from examples in the African field, that Government
support for "the Chief" frequently gives that individual a tyrannical
authority quite foreign to the ordinary tribal system of government,
but it does not explain the Agnate normal relationship to his followers.

Marriage of Commoners

As we have seen already the taifa is essentially a
patrilineal clan. It is moreover largely endogenous by virtue of the
system of ortho-cousin marriage common to most Mohammedan societies.
Reference to the tables of Kinship Terminology at the end of this book
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will show that the various cousins are known by the following terms
Father's Brother's children - amoza
Father s Sister's children - p^L
Mother's Brother's children - Vhf?
Mother's Sister's chUdrn^r

SacTusfS tl^te^T^JTs^ ~ - •*«*«* *~*» »contradictory. It v,™id %L° 1°*° 6Xtent ^ "formants were
"classificaSry" HS25 21? ^alf *? 3°me °f these teras "»concerned. Thus to quote «, ^ J "*»hers of Ego's own tira are
himself amoza to Sheikh MohSL^Ti , id Amla i "aupurdan considers
Sreat-great-grandsTS Sir^al Sa^'a £** *** iS Mtuallygrandson of the same man *«•?-/*** and Sheikh Mohammad is great
ly scattered in Aren'c thl^v^0^?' th° M"i trib*' &*"(implying that they were all one 32) °n° an°ther am0Za" '

According to my informants the order of preferred marriages is-
1st Amoza

frd 2So2aza(Father'3aister'3d^ter)
4th Par™ (Kother,3 s.ater,a dflughter)

Mohammadan awaTSo^iSlIn'V?*11 the ~at?ma recorded for other
check the frequency ofISffiSi I P*Cit 268 tatIra ""a016 t0
noted that f.SS?I Brolher^JLnf'V' «?*•«•• » *-" beDaughter (purrza) mav frZ stflauflter (amoza) and Mother's Sister's
"other's KE!,"SuJ ere?S,L!he 8—4^»"^. -d *•"«*sister's Daughter (nu~,»\ tKhalo2a) may coincide with Father's
coincide if both werTu^'* ?* and ishaloza' 00*™ however only
actually encounter1 *?/ clasaificatory sense. I did not
probably J^^Vft"}*1*!*01* U3e °f the tern khaloza "* ,M"hrother (Salo), ^t £,£* Wdia*e child^ of the mother's
marriage between «i«~^i aPPe8X that until vei^ recently not only wasright. nT(T ST Preferred norm, it was also a definite
refused to abide hv m"™ ffcords the gruesome murder of a girl who
are to some extent ~S f1^" T°day though triage restrictions
commoners still Jake SS J f ***}! that the «"** BaJ°rity rfThere is in *.«+ - ,?ff W1Vea from within the Patrilineal group.
coStrJ afJv ll!^liUle Ch°iCe to the «**•'• J" ^e Bali/ChpiaSaM TJ»* v" f °P°rti°n °f 'Grangers' - e.g. Jews, Assyrian
small, ^•i"' Kurd3 from other trioes and so forth, is very
paSiHneSJlSty°nehrithlf the •"•» bel0I*s t0 « of'th. threese£eiat2\.2r£* <* w* ClanS moreover are themselves more or less
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In the ideal, the Kurdish family which maintains ortho-cousin
marriage and doe3 not require the wife to change her place of residence
on marriage forms what may be termed a "fratrilocal" group. Brothers
are close neighbours or even share the same house- They frequently
work their landholdings jointly, perhaps even in cooperation with their
cousins. The marriage of ortho-cousins clearly serves to simplify and
perpetuate such cooperation. Moreover in suoh a case the bride-price,
whatever its nominal amount - and the Kurds ar*e keen to flatter their
wives by asserting that they have paid a quite fabulous price for them,
- is in practice nothing but a sort of book entry, a transfer of assets
from the right hand to the left. Even where the marriage to father's
brother's daughter does not take place, there is still a strong
tendency for a man to marry a girl from his own village - i.e. a
classificatory "ortho-cousin" - if for no other reason than that the
Agha must approve of all marriages and he has an obvious interest in
keeping the group as closely unified as possible. Besides, a man of
the commoner class would normally have comparitively few opportunities
of either meeting or bargaining for a girl from another village, still
less for a girl of another clan or tribe. Startling romances and
elopements do take place, but they are the exception and are usually
followed by a long and bloody trail of vengeance. For the commoner
the general rule of marriage within the taifa is fairly well maintained.
In this connection the building of the road will probably have
important consequences for the Balik in the near future, since the
ordinary tribesman can now much more readily make contact with groups
other than his own immediate kinsfolk.

Marriage of Aghas

The foregoing applies however only to the marriage arrangements
of commoner families (kurmanj). Quite different are the conditions
that govern the marriage of the son of an Agha. Mohammadan law
permits a man to have four wives at a time, and to effect divorce
simply by the pronouncement of the word talaq three times. In
practice scarcely any of the commoners among the Balik can afford more
than one wife, and polygyny is the almost exclusive prerogative of the
Aghas. The marriage to father's brother's daughter serves to simplify
and concentrate the inheritance of cattle, implements and other items
of 'capital' equipment within the economic working unit of the group
household and to avoid friction over the inheritance of tenancy rights.
But the Agha is not swayed by considerations of inheritance since, in
the limited sense already described, he 'owns' all the available land
anyway and there is no question of splitting up the territory at
death. His aim rather is to gain prestige and live at peace with his
neighbours. We find therefore that the marriages of Aghas tend to
take the form of political alliances, rather after the style of the
royal marriages of mediaeval Europe. Sheikh Mohammad Agha of tfalash
for instance, who in the course of a long life has had 9 wives and 15
surviving children, appears to be related either by marriage or
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through the marriage of his sons to nearly every important leader,
TllTl reliei°us,or townsman, within fifty miles radius. More !*•»•
Aghas are content with one or two alliances with neighbouring notables
while the rest of their offspring are married off to members of their
own community thus further strengthening the bonds of kinship between
the Agha and his followers. It is interesting to examine the effect of
tnis in greater detail.

Sheikh Mohammad of Walash was one of 9 surviving brothers; he
himself has had nine wives and has sia surviving sons, and sever**
daughters G

Mir Hamid Amin of Dergala has had 6 wives and 24 children of wbich
there survive 9 sons and 5 daughters.

If we consider the male side of the tree only, it would appear that &e
average reproduction rate of a 'princely' Agha is of the order of 0 o,
surviving sons. If we assume that the total population of the vill^e
remains very roughly stationary we must reach the conclusion that the
effective birthrate is very heavily loaded in favour of the Aghas. ^
eftect of this would seem to be that in many of the smaller villages ^
Agha is not only of the same clan as nearly everyone but actually qui*"
closely related to about hall the population. I was unable to make ^
accurate census of a village but my observations at *Walash were I *****
reasonably accurate, and tend to confirm this calculation.

There appeared to be twelve separate households, of which fo**
are accounted for by the Agha's fortress and the establishments of bis
third and fourth married sons and of a brother. (The two eldest sons
have been established as Aghas in their own right over neighbouring
villages). The population I estimated at ninety, in the proportion
twenty five men, thirty women, thirty five children. The Aghas house
hold appeared to consist of about twenty persons including his younger
children and personal servants; while the households of his married
sons and his brother contained about eight persons each. In this case
therefore quite half the population of the gund was in immediate
kinship or economic relationship with the Agha. The case may be
exceptional, but serves to explain why a rental of 50Jb of the yield oi
the land does not in practice prove entirely extortionate.

Comparison of these observations and those of Hay
The foregoing account shoes the interrelationship of the

political and kinship organisation among the Balik Kurds. As a
commentary upon sociological method it is interesting to note what

*This village would appear to be fairly average so far as size i3
concerned, though centres such as Dergala and Merga are vastly larger*
Walash however is in some respects the private fortress of Sheikh
Mohammad and its kinship organisation may not be typical.
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happens when the same empirical facts are considered without an
adequate appreciation of the sociological significance of kinship. The
following quotations illustrate the position of the Agha as understood
by Hay.

The first is reasonable enough5-

(p. 65) A tribe is a community or federation of communities which
exists for the protection of its members against external
aggression and for the maintenance of the old racial customs
and standards of life. Some tribes have no recognised
chiefs some have many.

The second is more hypothetical:-

(p. 65/66) The position of the chief varies greatly in different
tribes. In the remoter mountains, though granted the most
ungrudging obedience, he is distinctly one of the tribesmen,
the leading member of a family which has won its headship
through military prowess. Lower down he often belongs to an
entirely separate caste, and comes from a different stock to
the tribesmen. The large tribes are divided into sections,
and in different tribes we find many sections with the same
names. This points to the fact that the sections represent
the original owners of the soil, while the present chiefs
belong to powerful families who have invaded their domains
and siezed their lands. This is notably the case with the
Dizai where nearly all the land belongs to one powerful
family, against which a few old tribal Aghas and headmen
still maintain an unequal struggle. Here the chief is a
landlord, and the system that prevails is feudal rather than
tribal.

The statement that in the foothill and plains area the Aghas
are frequently of different stock to their villagers is valid and has
already been commented upon in Chapter 1. The idea that the taifa*
"represent the original owners of the soil", while the paramount tribal
Aghas are conquering overlords is mere fantasy*, while as for the Dizai
the facts seem to be that the tribe itself is "all one family" (taifa)
while the land is mostly held by town dwelling landlords who have no
kinship affiliations with the Dizai at all. While this lineage
distinction between Agha and tenant is valid for the plains area, it
does not apply to the tribal districts. The following for instance is
quite absurb:-

(Hay, p. 42 ) In the bigger tribes the Aghas, whose families have
for many generations been entirely disassociated from manual
labour, are of a far finer type than the peasants.
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SaSSS""-' "* l6ad t0 — startling sociological

(p* *w£*1Sk SSsmn/l nrjust «~ »«•** J
its inhabitants ^£?KjJT&Sh) ta the Balik countiy« *"
all his relations %!<! *??ilie8 in nunber' are neari?„ rit heneath tSS dignS?VL ft*"7' deSCGnt they C°nStherefore only two ££n« !? Private the soil; they have
Mohammad AghTwho pavHhf Uvelih°od. sponging on Sheikh
quiet, and^ooSng^d SSnTJSw^' Sal^ t0 ke*P TPass along the Persian Rotd^ the oaravans that

S'fflTLL-S^^ *J^J^ *r it is precisely on
pacification- ia carried out on 5? £"ish policy of 'military
The tribesmen Just beyond tha wJ outlying frontiers of Qnpire-
bandits and brigands" intentM^i .•*! always, it seems, "desperate
the jurisdiction^ the StiS Plunder^ ^e innocent peasantry withi*
intentionally deceive. He had ™n» y, °f COUrse does not i«
recording the position as ln7„™Ty 3,6ea Merga from afar and was merely
giving this account however Sh^S ^ ty Sheikh Mohammad. In
mailing the British Eni^^/0*^ *as fairly obviously black-
himself responsible for the ™£« ?* m0re monev' md wa3 Probably
of. Merga today has one nf tu . pi8Ce of **igandage complained
whole-district, and is conSii J exteneive cultivations of the
reason to suppose that th*. ,« •! * pro3Perous village. There seems no
even though the ravages of «! u SVM radic«"y different in 1920,
agricultural arrangements of^J^S*0***"* disorgani3ed the

or of the Kurds S^SSf1 fi!*?^ 0n behalf of the villagers of Merga
activities were seen in ^ is time that their nefarious
Prior to the establish^ £ Proportion. It must be admitted that
freely resorted to brSLf Wexternal Authority most Kurdish tribe*
socially approved a^f^J8? !* 6V6Iy P03ai*le occasion. It was aKurds XeSKJS lI?2L? i«ter-tribal life and one upon which the
is this very ImphaSs^w Z?H2? *» f°lk tale «* tradition. But i*
appear in Si Scoui?a S ^/f,t0 the fabuloua ""tortion. that
the literature^ne^!f ™*±3h life either lay or official. To read
wish 22tSLlB*ng5 ^i"fonner tiae3 the ^wlty ofand while ™Governmint If * °n the Proceed3 of plunder and ransom?
suppression l^S^^^T.lt'VP9Mat poli<* of culturalobserver cannot avoidS! «!Tiobviously convenient. But the unbiased
exploits of^urdflh t Elusion that most of the more spectacular
Sanation tit t^Fl*6* •** pr°dUCts of to« Kurds' own!
nevfrhave been *£.*5h ^ Pr°Per SCale th«e *«like activities can
cycle ^L^ral^onomi^1^ gl°33 ^ tta *~1 *UM'4
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Points of Analysis calling for Further Study

The foregoing analysis has thrown emphasis on the fact that the
Agha is of the same kinship group as the majority of his followers and
very closely related to many of them. It was interesting to note that
in conversation Mir Hamid Amin of Dergala differentiated between "Khezm
khoimana" (my relatives) and "kunnanj" (peasantry), but I doubt whether
there is any precise dividing line between the two classifications. I
noted that he included in the former term at least some of his second
cousins. The practical distinction seemed to be that his khezm were
allowed to sit in his guest house by right while the kunnanj could only
do so by special invitation. Linguistically there appeared to be a
confusion between the terms kunnanj and muskeyn both of which were
translated to me as arable fellahin (peasant). In this area however
there is considerable overlapping between the two Kurdish dialects of
Kirmanji and Kurdi and the confusion is probably only due to my
linguistic incompetence.

Another point that requires further examination is the precise
inheritance of the title Agha. We have seen that from the point of
view of political organisation each gund has at any time one, and only
one, Agha, in the sense of landlord. The succession however does not
necessarily follow the rule of primogeniture. As it happens both
Sheikh Mohammad Agha of Walash and Ali Agha of Rayat have living with
them in the same village brothers who are older than themselves. In
the former case the elder brother leads a retired life and takes no
part in village affairs; in the latter Abdullah Agha who lives in Ali
Agha's house in Hayat throughout the winter moves off into the moun
tains in the summer with the sheep and goats and a few of the villagers
and establishes his own hoba (settlement of black tents). But though
Abdullah is the elder brother there is never any suggestion that anyone
but Ali Agha is head of the group. On the other hand though the Agha
of Rayat is quite definitely Ali Agha the title is much more widely
distributed as a form of address. Thus in Rayat the old chief Ali
his brother, his two nephew's Kharim and Ali and presumably his adult
son also (who was away during my visit) are all given the title Agha in
ordinary speech. And this seems to be the normal usage, thus Hamid
Amin's brother in Naupurdan is known as Rasul Agha though he does not
function as a landlord, and Sheikh Mohammad Agha's four eldest sons all
carry the title. What is not clear is how the title is inherited as
the lineage spreads, for instance will the sons of Kharim, who will in
their time presumably be second cousins of the reigning Agha of Rayat
also carry the title? Probably there is no definite rule.

In the remainder of this book where I refer to the Agha or the
Aghas of a particular group I shall imply only those individuals who
fulfil the sociological function of the Agha, and not any sons or near
relatives who happen to bear the same title. The sociological
function of the gund Agha can be quite clearly defined. He is the
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landlord of the soil - by whirh n+i„ u
the village Guest House. 2 » *Ell re?eivea rent, and he supports
closely interrelated. 3ee later these two functions are

Social Organisation Areas other than Balik

Balik mus? ^tJetSd^n^eSrvf""SP"? f°r 8rouP8 other than the
prove of value to further students'of the *°llowine note3 may however

<*. *»ml;-j'.ssiyss suSiT*- of tMs——-lines as described above but th«f JTi^ or6anised on much the same
of contact with an externa? ad^Sat^ S-* relatively long period
become blurred. The general tpn^« h° 3ocial fonns h&ve now
become the property of aSeTSS?J'T t0 be for »• land to
with their tenants. The vdlJLefS ' haVlne no kinshiP relation
noticeable among the Balik. more°ver lack the clan homogeneity

Area C. Mention has niw,,^ ,.
settled tribes of this area Se m ?** **** °f «• Principle
as recorded by Hay the organisation fd the Girdi- «Mh the Dizai
the village Aghas are not o? £! °113, ?eud*l rather than tribal, since
was told that "all the Dizai o&TS^fJ*"* ** their tenant8' *that the whole tribe consist &£°J ?Jher foza" implying, if true,
position appears to be somewhat d??? f* 0nly' V/ith the Girdi the
paramount chief, is himself Girofbut*'* Jemil A<*a' theirholds himself very much aloo? froThis tolll^?**** in habit "«

^edly^rt^^SMuT6:!3 <* ***" ^ture differs
and agricultural equipment. In w!*^ aa regards housebuilding
that, owing to the limited watS impo*tant sociological difference is
sites is determined and limited H^T7' the P°3ition of the village
the villages in consequent are lL~* 0ccurre™e of water holes, and
From the size of the surr^undTL ™* I thm those fou»d ** the hills-
considerations it would i£u*VZmU" "* from archaeologicalinstance) have been in J8££l^J?* 3ites (Bahrika foryears. ontmuous occupation for several thousand

The Nomads

that.the^"falTrgai0IaUton^f%r^!re^8Canty the ^cations -"any respects from that of ?he seUlL ^ Mthe Herki differs *
term kabila appears to correspond t vf1*63' * terminology the
the identity may not be °£ctt£° J"***!* and »•» to taiffbut
and implies a small settlement of to.*!*? * corre3Po*ds to gund
term is also used by the settLf , in °ne location. This lasty tne settled peoples. Thus among the Shevdini
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of Balik the people leave their villages during the hot months of the
summer and live in tents instead. This was the case when I visited
Ali Agha of Rayat. Rayat on this occasion had as a matter bf fac
divided into two separate hoba one under All Agha himself and the
other under his brother, both were located within a mile or so of the
deserted village. Among the nomads, I was told, the hobas are small
in size, each group consisting merely of a single extended family (e.g.
Father, brothers, sons and dependants). Although in the course of
their annual migration the Herki spread out over a wide area the whole
group of "more than 2000 tents" are directly controlled by a single
Paramount chief, Fattah Agha i Herki. According to my informants the
Herki own over a million sheep and some 20,000 cattle; but the Kurds
are notoriously fond of large figures. Anotable characteristic of
the Herki appears to be their extreme hardiness. They live in their
black tents throughout the winter and I waf/old numerous improbable
tales of the astonishing rigours and privations they are said to put up
with. They appeared in fact to have an almost legendary quality even
for the settled peoples through whose land they pass.

*
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Tne Guest House
CHAPTER 3

S1S^¥^So^"SfyJ?w»- 1th describing the
specificauv ta °nshiPa on an inatiLZ? ? necessary to consider

Uy the Genomic context £^K°?al plane •* to examine more
I have define «. h±Ch they °Perate.

5*2.^ ttt^^^ownjf fi 1^^ ^ in ^^uPkeep of S i Utle ^ (h) the La! ?, ^ md wh0 receives rentearefSlS ** Gueat House. \e Sst^S^S "^nsible for the
ly' mU3t now examine this definition more

^3^ rj-that th° •*»-*the greater ** °f the ^ha. The mSp\ ? ^° free board »d lod«lngman S^s L ^ e8teeni of his feiw JaVi8huthe **»'* hospitality
wpuSon i T^rtUe of *eing a Pood!n, mCh 30 that the prestige a
KaJpurS ♦J?* di3Count disadvlnlaSJ T^°US h°3t ^ ^ terms ofoousifS thr 6XaUple though Sn^JL0! blrth- Hamid Amin Agha of
throat *k "£*** chief of his cl«n *"^ ^ a fairly di3t^t
sides*it ! he di3trict simply on S, ^ a tremendous reputation ,Kurdish\T maintained that he was S °f hiS hospitality. On all
Kohammad IT iS the aaffle as our ownTth "? °f a "» (pi« - the
"^rly aL^80 *»" »• rich and powSjf4?,* Serous, it was
*eputati™ /" °ld woman- It must *! , I Sheikh Mohammad was
♦JSSl^Tsr1? •"* -^ifi/SSuthat a"»*•influer^p ^. in the form of econonT; * * my particular
reputation • BUt the pattem ofZT^^V**9 or Practical
this set nr T8teemed- ahove all oJh£2 °V° 3Uch that this form of

the 1th/ 30mewhere in the /gha-row^ " be acoommodated if
SLEtair* ! 3hady ^i er^:SidenCe; ***«* the summer on
S ?h^ he"?' fUff3hed ** iSt^JaT^T Cl°Se t0 thethe traveller is expected to t-v^vf "* CU3hions. It is

take his meals and sleep.

p"2^fS^^^"^t^Sirat heat of th° —~Hay 47 - 49 nfi for the Guest House f" nece33itates a
y' ' For description see
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Among semi-nomadic groups such as the Shevdini who spend their summer
in black tents the 'Guest House' is a portion of the Aghas tent
specially partitioned off for the purpose. This corresponds to Arab
bedouin usage. The Agha himself spends much of his day in and •*~J
the Guest House and directly supervises the ordering of the meals which
he suitably adjusts according to the dignity of his visitor. The
actual preparation of the meals is in the hands of the womenfolk, but
properlj speaking these should never themselves appear in the Guest
House. If the visitor has any social eminence the Agha will either
sleep in the Guest House himself as a kind of protection, or else
depute one of his sons to do so.

But what concerns us here is not so much the description of the
Cuest House as such, but rather its economic and social significance.

The hospitality offered is free and theoretically unlimited,
but in practice any individual of low rank who overstayed his welcome
would £m be maTconscious of the fact. For those of higher status
custom dictates that the visitor should offer his host ^ substantial
gift immediately after the preliminary introductions. I have no
information as to the scale of such presents in nonnal.^"h.u;a«e:
In mv own case since I was anxious to establish my good name with all
oonSrZS, bo?h gt?ts and hospitality received were probably on an
exaSerated scale. I had to rely upon the advice of my interpreterror^r^aiufand quantity of the goods I offered In kind they
includedC! tea, coffee, cloth, matches, soap and cigarette paper,
much the most important item being sugar. The quantities varied
«n~«J- +« +hl iPrwrth of my intended stay and the eminence of myhs rflnThu°s &»&£*« V/alash received proportionately more
than his^ominal vassal Hamid Amin of Naupurdan. On average my board
and lodging together with that of my interpreter cost me a sack of
sugar (36 Kilos) a week.

The Expenditure of the Agha

The procedure raises the interesting question as to whether or
not it is profitable to run a Guest House. From the Kurdish view-
Point the Guest House represents an enormous drain upon the Agha's
retourcts, buSt*S attiJud. is to be expected ***** «• he Agha
can oersuade his neighbours that he is being made bankrupt by thel^isSess ^f Ms hoSitality the greater will be his "putation
Sheikh Mohammad Agha of Walash forinstance was particularly insistent
that his Guest House was bringing him to the edge of ruin, and I
questioned him closely on the matter. I noted that -hUs he included
under Guest House expenditure a variety of items that were purely
Personal- in reckoning income he took no account at all of gifts
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Jh^Agha himself
Sons

daughters
Maidservants
Menservants
Mulla
Brother
Guests

** exaggeration

)
j Mo3tly kinsfolk of some sort

4T- - - -ts -pt^^^^

e£S2S^ ^ "£? SHSaSV1 Gue3t House upkeep is **
of tea^LS68** ^ing the lasl ???! °f SUear' tea and coffee;
is breweff1"* ha3 fe^"™ faahionaUe X^^ °r 30 the Russian styl'

«Sr1oat; v^ t0 the S£ Sport', J?nt intervals until he goes
"25 laSVr00* 45/~ a fee« (ofH 2lo^iea ?* C03ts of transport,
there w£! *Gue3t House such a8 thaf0f ll ^ **** told that a **!*allowed ? Spe0ial occasions such « ^P1* about a month provide*
expenditu '̂ , If this agttrTis^wS "edd±nea «* funerals to be
wSSS ft^JT£27 p*r ^TsugaVaaSacourate lt ^liBJ T*•substantial I?3 available for obtain "e' "hich» considering »
effeoSd£ ST ^deed* dually the^Sl"?^ cash. is a verybo*. i*2? *£* that, as noted above S**10" m3t be radically
mostly fj° S6?* be «Pected the gi?ts t£Z 8U63t give3 Presents to *>'
sugar tp!q fly given are the iSu™ ? &re ra03t acceptable and
oSde LT °°ffee- *oit^S bpP°rtS ***** ^tioned -
A6ha HZTl S*V " l3 - econoSc advan" ^ Whether' P-3*16* r a»lonK B-piTl ? lafee number of miest* T. ta«e or disadvantage for 9
•Sh^Sjainf P?Ute '30ci^ cSS*8* *«? Serais which involve *
nay JsTT??*,*"***• the Aghaln hpf ""^ for °ver a month, and* yet,, it would appear> pro^atJn heavy outgoings of rice and meat,

On th th Profitable in the long run.
"2TL2 ^^-^S^^ Jh° Mediate relationship,House exPenditure in the £^2?*-* the importance of

oi the group as a whole must
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not be underestimated. The consumption of sugar, tea and coffee is to
a large extent confined to the Guest House and it is important to
recognise that these are the principle items of ordinary consumption
that have to be paid for in cash. *In the simple foods, wheat, rice,
meat, fruits, etc. each small community can be largely self supporting;
it is only the luxury foodstuffs associated with the Guest House which
have to be paid for in cash. The effect of this upon the general
economic organisation will be discussed presently.

Meanwhile it should be noted again how closely linked from the
Kurdish viewpoint is the upkeep of the Guest House and the upkeep of the
Aghas household in general. This attitude is not so inconsistent as at
first appears. Although the womenfolk never appear in the Guest House,
it is they who do all the work connected with it. It is the women who
milk the goats and prepare the mast (a milk product similar to yaghourt),
it is the women who make the bread and do all the cooking - and all this
is work for several pairs of hands. In the commoner's house one wife
alone can readily enough accomplish all the work required of her, but
the hospitality undertaken by an Agha in his Guest House involves the
work of a number of women, and this is consistent with the fact that the
Agha's household is normally the only polygynous group in the community.

Afurther point to be noted in thi3 connection is that not only
does the Agha's household include an abnormal proportion of women, but
that the upkeep of these women is much more expensive than the average.
In the Balik area nearly all the males have their clothes made from
locally woven cloth; even the Aghas and their sons, though employing
better quality materials than the commoner, stick mainly to Kurdish
cloth and eschew the fancy clothing adopted by townsfolk and the Aghas
of the plain. This appears to be due to their severely puritan tastes
rather than to economic necessity. A nephew of the Agha of Rayat was
seen wearing a suit of ordinary Kurdish style but made of obviously
expensive imported cloth in plain bright colours, - this was much
admired; but at the same time a trader from Rowanduz, who was wearing a
rig out of the cheap gaudily striped Japanese cloth typical of Near
Eastern Bazaars, was held up to ridicule as a man of no taste. Anyway,
as the conventions are at present, neither the commoner nor the Agha
incurs much cash expenditure in connection with his own clothes; but
for the womenfolk it is different. In the old days they too were well
satisfied with the simple cloths produced on the local looms, but now
more and more they are becoming eager for "frills and furbelows" -
Japanese cotton prints for the commoners, Indian silks for the wives of
Aghas. In part this is the inevitable result of the greater
facilities for trading contact brought about by 'pacification' and the
building of the road, but the tendency was undoubtedly accelerated by

* The more important Aghas often import extra supplies of rice so
as to avoid giving-their guests the inferior rice substitute saua (see
later).
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the policy of the Administrate„„ ~.ministration after the Great War.

somewhat^e^e^w^^^J^nities were, within the limits of a
and currency circulation were SS* T1?*"^ 3«lf supporting. Trade
txon's policy of buying the Lll^ **?**' *The British Administra-
2l\3elaXy »«ltsd£ Sere wS ^ tr±bal chiefs b* means °f *substantial amounts of currencv J^ a^ailable within the community
JE&V" the Purchase Si?W^°h *"• WaS no Mediate outletdistributed evenly throShouTtJ Moreover this wealth was notfef»?J of a few liluS^SS* *• «°™ity but concentrated into the
similar phenomena obsfrveTJn Lr Te"llt has "*& analogies with
creates a sudden taste^or iLSiT: . ^ Prel^«ary expenditure
community. The3e n^ JJtaTS. ^ ^ aSma11 »Wit of the .
all proportion to the abSitv o? 1^ °th *" SC°Pe -* density out of
the inevitable result that Xp 1 Comraunity to satisfy them, with
upset and the originally weXv ™° ^lmC* °f the community is
becomes eventually an economT^ ^°UP' *y developing expensive taste*,
can mdeed be expLstd £ "" raT^ UP°Vhe oommuntty/ The process
the conditions of our own sfciety^ ^ terns Wioable even to

effectivfSnd'rout^vnen ^sT^Vf f°r atime create »new ***the community drops th TnewlfLSff"T CeaSes «* the income of
"suit is not a reversion^ the S^**?*8 remain satisfied. The
°J it, in which theavaSaSe i^oo gJna\8itUation but an adaptation
attempt to give partial satLfaclion" t" S^00-** to new ends ?n »atisfaction to the newly created wants.

^^orC^^rLlstL1"^881^ —try, under the
wfthou^ thSir households «S2jfi JmS*!" °f the more !»¥<«*•»*without any corresponding ittStSllt «*& degree of sophisticationcommunity as a whol VS*g*eme"* *» the productivitj of the
authority in the Rowanduz valley 2!**";*-" of effective police
suspended a3 being unnecessary? ^Z/S*** to the tribal leaders *aS
The foreign clothing and house furnV KrnSeqUence3 were inevitable.

andn- ?! ?°re 3°Phisticated Aghas »S essential necessaries,snd Hamid Amin of Dergala areS**M Shelkh Mohammad of Walash
iaS/f that tine3 «• haS iai£f S" PinCh 3«verely. They will
vo^h wthC Standard they wars JSl ^ Can no loneer afford toyouth, but the truth rathV^H^T* t0 in the da/3 of their
trying to mn<»,+_<_ _ .* would seem to bo tv»t «.„^r . ,..
youth, but the truth rather wouldT^0?811 t0 ta the d*y3 of their
trying to maintain a much "hlSer" l J° ** that ^ey kre vainly

««n« standard than was ever thought of

SfS**" S^^-XSSl la ^i3h 80Urce3 «li^At the\°ne tine hi3 father postssS^ Mohaamad,s son assured meAt- the present tlBe nQ appeaSrSTiTS;?*000 in e°ld "* 3p8Cie*
8™defet to merchants and moneylenders.
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in olden times, and that the economy of the village will not stand the
strain.

Much point is lent to this by the fact that Ali Agha of Rayat
(head of the Shevdini), who being a nominal subordinate of Sheikh
Mohammad received no Government subsidy, has remained a simple tribes
man with few tendencies towards sophistication. Moreover, far from
lamenting the new order he seems to find the present times extremely
prosperous and is eagerly pressing his claims with the Government to
have the Shevdini land registered in his own name, so that he can
establish his people's claim to be an ashiret in their own right
instead of merely a taifa of the Balik. It seems significant too that
the Shevdini, who alone have never had to undergo the economic shock of
temporary Government support, appear to be today much the most
integrated group in the sociological sense.

One further generalisation emerges from this analysis. We
noted earlier that of the food consumed by the village, the only items
that must be purchased by cash are sugar, tea, ooffee and in some
cases rice. We noted further that practically the whole of this
expenditure was incurred by the Agha in connection with the maintenance
ofPS Guest House and his own household How from our analysis of
other forms of cash expenditure we see that these too fall almost
exclusively on the Agha rather than the commoner. The Agha s
expenditure ?hus differs from that of the commoner no only in volume
but also very largely in kind. This distortion has important
bearings for our further analysis.

Economio Balance of the Village Community

Of the various village groups in the area here described it is
scarcely possible to select any single community as typical, so far as
agricultural production is concerned. While all the groups areCrested ^approximately the sa.e range of products wha^might be
called the 'emphasis of production' varies considerably. One village
may specialise in fruit growing, another in wheat, another in tobacco
ana so on This differentiation arises partly ^om geographical
considerations - such as altitude, water supply, soil fertility -and
parlJy" xr"om ?he conservative prejudices of the Aghas concerned. Owing
to the increased trading contacts opened up since the coming of the
roaTana Ihfneed to satisfy newly developed wants for imported
"luxury goods the whole structure of the economic organisation of
thes^hill peopla is undergoing very rapid change and readjustment.
The Lidividual variations as between different villages at the present
SmeleSd £ Z main upon the degree to which this readjustment to
chaLenxternal circumstances has already taken place. It should be
win"^therefore that the synthetic account of this process of
cbSJelnSe following few pages, though valid in general terms if
aP^fed to the district as awhole, is not necessarily applicable to
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any single village community.

baked ia^JtaXbf(StfSTT.S?1* "^ " leavened bread,
(mast;; in addition by aratter e^** "P Pr°dUCt of the yaghourt tyP*.heat grain and then crus££ Jt^f?* °P™633 of boiling^the whole
(Sana) is produced, which is\2L» °V °f Nation boiled rice
-towed vegetables or mutton j£ J"! &S °rdina^ P«** would be withthus wheat and goats, ^'m fact Sv f^^3 °f «« f°°d supply *re
^rable land is devoted to wheat Si+? !f th-e «*•**« proportion of
•worked on an alternate system - S J™ Such land i3 nonnally •
rotation is apparently sufficient ***? °r°P' one vear fallow and thif
Se»8UPPlement8*r aoreagrdevoteu £ ******* the 3oil ^ fertility
3ixS°e3'iherkin3' fe^Jairientils V6ftables «ch as marrows,sixth of the wheat land. For Se ^ J *" V8ry ^Proximately one
requires irrigation. the ffi03t Part the vegetable acreage

the preferrTcroTiV1*? coul^bf^ acrea«e» rice would everywhere beyield mvolume i3 roughly SirJy S?*™** cultivated. The rice
equal areas of cultivation, and thtT^**** than that of wheat f°r
advantages to be gained by i^relt ""S 1S Wel1 aware °f the
the « ff- He would wiSw?v \hlS riCe **««* ^ the expense2 8EUa.if it could be manaiea y SU*3tit«te cooked rice (p'lau) for
detail vath Sheikh .MohammS^f J/*, A^8"133*1 this matter in some
lZ I****** the ^pression ?hat Sp "* " Waa clear that he was
ProbSi m^iffiUm the irrigauS 1st ^T* d6voted to rice in walasbProbably the case, though the irrite?.WOuld 3tand, and this wasgently arranged. S° the irrigation was in fact very unintelli-

^ —- -own only in BBaI1 ^^ ^^ j
^equate ^wSfaS.^Salooa?6 "^ production is barely
suooli ^°rS- In fact most o? S ^T^y «* there can certainly

Produced, and traded5S!2.*2*»* !? aln03t «tir2j locally
«** goods and certain ISuSes suS aTJIf *'a 8ma11 ™Se °foucn as tea and sugar. But as has

JSul^^^tS1? SP^f1?1 iS - exceptional acreage
*22£ * S?proportion ^;t "LI ST*t0 *e a""*ofd# In thia case presumably most^ \l " COrresPondingly

j most of the mash crop is traded.
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been pointed out in a previous section the events of the last thirty
years have served to create a steadily increasing demand for a range of
imports which, if they might previously have been classed as luxuries,
are now regarded by the Kurds themselves as essential necessaries.
Whatever the immediate nature of the cash or credit transactions by
which such goods are purchased, they must ultimately be paid for by the
'exports' of the community as a whole, and the problem arises as to how
this can be done in a community which, on the face of it, can only
produce a bare self-sufficiency of primary products. The following
table shows approximately the categories of goods that go to make up
the 'balance of trade' for the tribes of the Balik area.

Imports

First Quality Rice for Aghas (brinj sadri - chiefly from Persia),
Sugar, Tea, Coffee, Matches, Metalware, Clothing, Kerosene, Dyes.
Of these the most important are rice, sugar, tea and clothing.

Exports

Tobacco, Lentils, Walnuts, Gallnuts, Honey.
Fruits:- Apricots, Apples, Pears, Grapes, Raisins, Almonds.
Wool and Goatskins.
Of these by far the most important is tobacco.

In addition there are certain cash transactions that must be taken into
account which are independent of the process of trade. On the debit
side certain sales- taxes and legal dues have to be paid in cash to the
Government, and there is an excise duty on tobacco. This latter is
nominally due only on tobacco actually traded but in practice it
appears to be charged on the private supplies of the cultivator also.
The Agha again incurs certain cash expenditure in educating his
children. ' He also incurs very substantial expenditure in 'purchasing'
his own wives and those of his sons, but since the majority of such
marriages take place within the group these exchanges do not
necessarily effect the economy of the community as a whole. On the
credit side one must allow for the fact that a small number of tribes-
people are earning wages either in Rowanduz or down on the plain, and
that such people may send home part of their earnings in cash.

In general however it is fairly true to say that all the goods
imported by the groups of the Balik area must ultimately be paid for
by the proceeds of surplus fruit and tobacco. Large scale fruit
production is limited to the villages around Rust, and I will
therefore consider only the problem as it affects tobacco production,
this crop having a much more general relevance.
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is roughly speaking all the.arable land that can be effectively
irrigated; - its extent being limited both by the configuration of the
land and the available water supply. Here immediately there are
complications. The irrigation system as at present arranged may sp-rve
a number of purposes

1 Irrigation of rice cultivation - which in most villages
appear to be a personal plot pertaining to the Agha alone
and not a tenant's holding in the ordinary sense.

2 Periodic irrigation of the vegetable gardens. In any re
organisation this would have to be maintained.

3. Periodic irrigation of existing tobacco areas.

4. In some villages (e.g. Dergala) for driving the mill, which
is owned either by the Agha himself or a near relative.

Any reorganisation of such a system would affect a number of
different individuals whose immediate interests may be directly
conflicting. The Agha for instance is hardly likely to abandon his
rice plot which is his personal property merely to provide his tenants
with more water to grow tobacco; but on the other hand if he reserves
the *hole of the tobacco cultivation for himself the tenants whose land
is interfered with will have a justifiable grievance. It might well
be found in fact that in any particular village the rearrangement of
the water supply so as to provide a greater tobacco acreage would in
practice involve a completely new allocation of land holdings to all
the inhabitants, a reform which would certainly be very difficult to
carry out. It may be significant that at Bates where such a re
organisation of cultivation has in fact been brought about the
Assyrian tenants were new arrivals in the district and there was no old
established system of tenancy rights supported by an ancestral
tradition.

Afurther question of interest is the problem of "marginal"
land. It is true that the land configuration, somewhat similar to
that of the Alpine villages of the Bernese Oberland, sets a definite
limit to the area that can be cultivated, but on the other hand there
seem to be a number of small marginal areas, at present under scrub,
which might be brought into cultivation if the available water were
more efficiently utilised and the cash incentive were sufficient to
repay the extra labour involved. The 'rights' over such uncleared
land rest at present exclusively with the Agha.

Labour. The labour available is the labour of the tenant
occupiers and their families; it would seem that the substitution of
tobacco for cereals would affect the balance rather than the volume of
work required. Under the present system the wheat harvest comes in
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character; it was alleged that he corrupted the villagers with alcohol
and gambling and attempted to seduce their daughters, in particular the
Mulla's daughter, in fact he was altogether a scoundrel. In due course
he was found in the high road with two bullets through his body. The
police took action. Two harmless looking nomads from another tribe
were brought before the courts and on the basis of somewhat elaborate
circumstantial evidence convicted of murder. Sentence however was
never carried out since the "criminals" curiously disappeared a few
days after the trial. VYhatever was the truth of this matter, local
rumour had no doubts on the subject. The bullet wounds, the arrest and
conviction of the nomads were all a frame up by the police, who had the
sense not to fish in troubled waters. The murdered man had really died
of strangulation - hanged in the Guest House of Sheikh Mohammad, Agha of
Walash and chief of the Balik.

This story was told me by Hamid Amin of Naupurdan who was always
eager to cast a slur on his cousin Sheikh Mohammad. It appeared
however to have some general currency since, when I was discussing the
misdemeanours of the local schoolmaster with the Agha of Rayat, he
referred to the V/alash story. "These small Government servants.' What
do you expect? They're all scoundrels".

Whether the story is true or not is irrelevant, its effect among
the Balik is the 3ame as if it had been true. Even though Sheikh
Mohammad's prestige is not so great as formerly, the fact, or even the
rumour, that he had to hang his first and only agricultural adviser is a
sufficient deterrent for any lesser Aghas who may be contemplating
agricultural reform within their own communities. This example brings
out well how a problem which on the surface is purely economic may in
practice be effected by a maze of seemingly irrelevant considerations in
the field of ethics, tribal law, politics and religion.

To sum Up then. We have seen how the necessity for developing
an export trade implies the necessity for increasing the tobacco
acreage at the expense of cereal acreage, and I have tried to analyse
out the forces of resistance which serve to prevent any immediate
response to this incentive. Nevertheless the incentive is clearly very
great. I was told for instance in Batas that whereas in the old days
the crops of the entire village had been worth barely £50 in cash, the
tobacco sales in 1937 alone totalled £2,500. I believe therefore that
in the hills also some radical alteration in the emphasis of agriculture
must take place in the near future.

But it must be recognised that any such development must bring
about fundamental changes both in the ideology of the people and of
their social organisation. As things are, the hill country farmer sets
out first of all to grow sufficient food for himself and his family.
Only when he is assured of that does he turn his attention to the
cultivation of luxury products such as tobacco. In short he aims at
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by detribalised Kurds from the Sulaimani area. Similar industrial
developments further north would provide a labour market for the Kurds
of the Erbil liwa. Notoriously the cheapest labour is that which is
least organised. Once again the analogy with South African
developments is very close.

Economic relations within the Village

The previous section dealt primarily with the economic
relationships between the village group and the outside world, and the
way in which changes in the form of this external contact may be
expected to effect the basis economic organisation of village life. It
is now necessary to consider the same set of phenomena from the point of
view of the individual rather than of the village group as a whole.

In general the motives for exchange within the village group are
to be regarded as social rather than economic. The system of
cultivation by family groups rather than individuals ensures that there
is no great differentiation of economic status as between different
commoners, and trading contacts within the group are scarcely necessary.

Crafts

An exception to this is the case of the weaver who occupies a
specialist position by virtue of his trade. It should be noted that
carding and spinning are not specialist occupations. For the most part
the wool is prepared and spun independently by the women of each house
hold. The material is then worked up into cloth by the weaver in
return for payment either in cash or kind.*

Another individual sometimes occupying a specialist position is
the herdsman. Both in .Valash and Dergala the whole flock of goats and
sheep was in charge of a single individual who apparently lived
permanently in the open with his charges. It was explained to me that
the goatherd was not a member of the village but a stranger, the
various families whose flocks he tended contributing jointly to his
support. Though the flocks are thus herded together there i3 no
suggestion of 'joint ownership1, each man knows his own stock; this fact
being amply demonstrated at milking time every morning and evening when
the womenfolk go out to the grazing and pick out* their own particular
property. In other villages conditions are rather different. For
instance the Shevdini of Rayat have large herds, and as stated already
part of the community separates off during the summer to form an
independent hoba, which tends to the cattle exclusively. I have no

* This idealises the existing conditions. It is valid for
Dergala but some of the other villagers now have no weaver of their
own. The men still nearly all wear Kurdish cloth, but the spinning
and weaving is largely concentrated in Ro7/anduz and Erbil.
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of either the Aghas or the traders, - it is hard to judge which is the
most vulnerable. Thus, Said, son of Sheikh Mohammad of iValaah, assured
ine that he personally was in debt to the tune of £300 and wanted me to
get him a job v/ith the oil company in Kirkuk so that he could v/ork off
his indebtedness; on the other hand in Dergala I met a rather pathetic
little Rowanduz trader who complained that he had £150 out at credit,
some of it for over three years, and though he had just been round to
dun all his clients he had only managed to collect £3*

Tobacco Marketing

In a previous section I emphasised the growing importance of
tobacco for the economy of this part of Kurdistan. It is now
necessary to consider how this tobacco crop is actually marketed. My
enquiries on this subject led to somewhat contradictory results and
the matter needs further investigation; in general I think the
divergence of view was primarily due to the rapidly changing
conditions in the tobacco trade. My notes reveal three distinct
methods of marketing. The first is that now generally practiced in the
sophisticated areas of Kurdistan around Sulaimani and in the lowland
districts of the Erbil liwa. This method does not at present apply to
the Rowanduz area but may be expected to do so as the tobacco crop is
increased.

Marketing procedure 1. The big tobacco factories of Baghdad
have their own agents in Kurdistan, who contract with the Aghas for the
whole saleable surplus of the village crop. If required the Agha can
obtain a substantial cash advance at the time of sowing the crop. Seed
end technical advice'is often provided by the merchant's agents who
Presumably work in cooperation with the Government departments
concerned. 505& of the crop is the Agha's own by virtue of his land
title, the other *>0$> belongs to individual cultivators. Since however
the buyers' agent deals only with the Agha, the latter is in a position
to take a substantial commission on the cultivators1 share as well. On
the other hand the individual cultivator need not sell hi3 crop
through the Agha if he does not think he is getting a fair price. But
his only alternative is to trade with the atar, who as a middleman, can
only offer a much lower price than the buyers' agent offers the Ag:ha.
The tobacco is transported from village to town-at the buyers1 expense
in each case.

The second method was described to me as that practiced in the
old days before the coming of the Baghdad cigarette factories. My
informant in this case was a Sulaimani man and I am uncertain to what
extent this procedure was ever relevant for the Rowanduz area.

Marketing procedure 2. Trade was on a more individual basis.
The tobacco merchants or their agents, with the Agha's consent, made
advance contracts v/ith individual cultivators. These advances had the
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esteem demands that her price should be a high one. It would need a
very intimate knowledge of all concerned to find out what real
transactions take place within the village on the occasion of a
marriage. Where the marriage is to someone outside the village the
position is more clear, especially in the case of the Aghas, though here
^ain there is a tendency to exaggerate the figures involved. Apoint
of some interest is the frequency with which Aghas or their sons marry
the daughters of townspeople. For instance a son of Sheikh Mohammad
of Walash was married to a daughter of Mustafa Effendi, the leading
notable of Rowanduz, and one of the wives of Mir Hamid Amin of Dergala
was also a townswomam Such marriages are socially approved of a3 it
is considered that townswomen bring with them an air of culture and
3ophistication. The reciprocal marriage of Aghas daughter to towns
man's son is however most unusual, mainly because the townsman
considers the tribal girl raw and uncivilised. The one sided nature
of the transaction thus represents a further periodic cash loss to the
tribal group without any compensating return.* It is not to be
supposed that the bride price payment is the only economic transaction
taking place on the occasion of a marriage. Near relatives on both
sides send presents to the bridegroom; these may be in kind or cash and
in the case of marriages between important Agha families may amount to
substantial sums.

Death. Compared with normal Moslem usage the mourning
ceremonies of the Kurds, at any rate for Aghas, are unusually
prolonged. While I was staying at Walash the wife of Mustafa Agha,
second son of Sheikh Mohammad, died. As Mustafa was the Agha of a
neighbouring village I did not see the ceremonies involved. I was
told that the proceedings consisted principally of the bereaved sitting
at home in his Guest House and providing food and drink for all those
friends and relatives who may think fit to come and condole with him.
This would go on for a month. Moreover it was reckoned that as
Mustafa had only a small Guest House all his less immediate kin would
kave to be accommodated at Walash. I gathered that the mourners would
bring with them gifts which would at least approximately compensate for
the cost of entertaining them, but the immediate economic strain
occasioned by a death such as this may be considerable. As soon as
Sheikh Mohammad heard the news he sent off riders to Rowanduz to fetch
four sacks of sugar (36 kilos each), two bags of rice and a big roll

* Formerly it appears it was quite customary for commoners to sell
their unwanted girl children to townsfolk. The girls were known as
Knrdiya. During adolescence she was a slave servant of the purchaser
but might be married off quite respectably when she grew up. The
system appears to have much in common with the mui tsai system of South
China.
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of cigarette papers The.
greatly with the status of th* ! °f entertainment naturally varies
in every case far more serious fl^TS' ooreov" the death of a m^* *
Z aWare the ceremonial cSS! *S thG death of a female. So far *» *
commoner families though cTt ZS°° ^ Similar ta the case °f61 on a smaller scale.*
The Mulla

of ^arriS: K^.lnV'Suis°Bf^*"" rttuia both °n ^^Uin the marriage ritual is ofX! ^me appropriate reward. His into*'9
*g}» that marriage; •LtN^-ST?!!!!: Gove™ent regulations no*
SS*8 is ^l ^thoTt Lv r«Sf 6d WUh the Policefand thetherefore to give j^S.^ fffiS- Ceremo^- The tendency !•ents to the police rather than the Hulls.

Ch rltuai of non-Moslem type.
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CHAPTER 4

The Relevance of Technology in a Social Study

The earlier type of ethnographic monograph which sought only to
record as "historical facts the manners and customs of peculiar peoples
was painstakingly elaborate in its description of technological detail.
In contrast to this many of the latest anthropological works with their
wholehearted sociological emphasis have ignored technological detail
altogether. In a science that seeks to establish general laws for
human behaviour it is desirable in the first place to emphasise the
similarities rather than the peculiarities of different cultures, and
from this point of view the demonstration of general sociological and
economic principles is of greater importance than the cautious
elaboration of the local variants of a particular technique. Never
theless the techniques of a people are not merely of historical
significance. They too have a flexibility depending upon their
immediate function.

Social anthropologists tacitly admit the existence of some
inter-relationship between the social forms of a culture and its
visible material aspects, but the nature of this relationship is seldom
specifically examined. The interest tends to be so exclusively on the
abstract concept of social structure, that the co-existence of a
formal material structure is sometimes forgotten. But the social form
and the material form are surely equally significant aspects of human
adjustment to the given facts of climate and environment? The
tendency in the past has been to use material facts merely as a rigid
stage upon which to demonstrate the interlocking unity of social norms.
For my part I have purposely left all material description to the last
since by so doing it is more easy to demonstrate the close correlation
that exists between the social and the material norms and to show that
variation in .the one implies immediate and interdependent variation in
the other. The recognition of this correlation is especially
important where the situation is one of culture change. In so far as
the Anthropologist's aim becomes one of predicting the trend and
development of change, his method must be to detect and evaluate the
forces of conservatism and resistance in different aspects of the
culture as he sees it. It is part of my argument that any such
evaluation based on a consideration of social trends alone is
necessarily distorted. In some cases it is true, social forces must
be treated as of paramount importance, but in others it is technical
factors which provide the ultimate determining factor as to which
direction a new social development will take. Conservatism in its
final analysis is a highly complex amalgam of social obligations,
psychological reluctance, and actual technical inability to effect
change. Adirect correlation between the social and the material
aspects of a Kurdish hill village should therefore be of interest.
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noted above.
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unlikelv that there will be any serious modification of the existing
type of" plough, at any rate in the hill country.

Threshing

For threshing the hill people use no instrument at all; the
cattle are merely walked round and round on the piled straw until the
whole is reduced to a fine chaff and the straw then winnowed with a
fork in a light wind (see photographs). The process of threshing
takes an immense time, often lasting from July to late October; any
drastic change in the economic programme of the village - such as a
switch over from rice to tobacco - must as I have shown be dependent on
the extent to which this process of threshing can be speeded up.

Acircumstance that I find very puzzling is that throughout the
Plains area, - where the wheat harvest is very large - use is made of a
relatively advanced 'threshing machine'. This consists of a horse
drawn sled (see photograph) to the underside of which is attached a
rotating set of metal blades for mincing up the chaff. The apparatus
is very simple and not, one would have thought, unduly expensive. But
the curious fact remains that this device is not found in the hill
country around Rowanduz at all, though its advantages must be well
known to all.

The only explanation I could get was that in the hill country
the wheat production was not great enough to make the more efficient
method worth while; the argument seemed to be that as long as the
threshing got finished before the rains came in November it was good
enough. Whatever the real reason it seems likely that there must be
some modification of existing threshing methods if there is ever any
radical extension of the tobacco cultivation.

Land Utilisation

The actual lay-out of the cultivation is primarily determined
by the topography of each individual village. Rice,tobacco, fruit
aid vegetable cultivations are permanently sited, their position being
determined by the lay-out of the irrigation system. The wheat on the
other hand is worked on a two year cycle as noted already. The
diagram map shows roughly the lay-out of cultivation in tfalash at the
time of my visit. It will be noted that all the fallow lies on one
side of the stream and all the (193B) wheat crop on the other.
Nothing corresponding to this neat symmetry could be observed in the
other villages I visited. It emphasises the fact however that the
holdings of individual cultivators are not necessarily all in one
place; - in Walash obviously each working group must have approxi
mately an equal area of land on either side of the stream. £ thought
at first that there might be some system of reallotting land to
different individual cultivators in successive years but my informants
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denied this w •
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Where possible the driving water is obtained by diverting some
main stream. This is done at Naupurdan. Rayat and Merga and the
operation of the mill then has no effect upon the irrigation system of
the village. In Dergala however water supplies are less adequate. If
the stream is diverted through the irrigation channels there is
insufficient to drive the mill. A compromise has therefore been
reached. The water is passed throu^i the cultivation on average six
hours per day and to the mill for the remaining eighteen. Some
friction arises on this account and while I was in Dergala a young man
got a good kicking from the Agha for cutting the dyke during the night
so as to get an extra supply of water for his tobacco seedlings. Here
again then is an obstacle that might prove confusing to any hastily
thought out scheme of agricultural reform.

The owner of the mill is probably in most cases a near
relative of the Agha. In Naupurdan it is the Agha himself, in
Dergala a father-in-law of the Agha. The terms are in effect that
the owner of the wheat hires the mill at a fixed charge for each sack
of corn ground. The man who owns the wheat himself operates the
machinery. There is no suggestion of selling the corn to the miller.
The nillowner merely obtains a rental for the use of his apparatus.
In this he is in competition with up-to-date apparatus in the towns,
the latter being of course much quicker and producing a smoother and
cleaner flour. In general however the trouble involved in carrying
the wheat to Rowanduz and bringing the flour back again is sufficient
to ensure that the business remains with the local mill provided the
price charged is not too high. In outlying districts at any rate
then the mill seems likely to remain a permanent institution.

Weaving

*The only other piece of technical equipment I intend to
discuss in this study is the cloth loom. The design of the
apparatus is indicated in the diagram. It is nearly identical to
the loom used elsewhere in Iraq, with the difference that the latter
has the "beater in" suspended from a rigid rectangular framework
instead of freely hung from the roof as in the Kurdish example.
This improvement permits the widening of the warp. Thus while the
Kurdish loom has a maximum warp of about 10* xnches, an apparatus
which I saw in Baghdad could carry a warp nearly three times as wide.
Kurdish weavers do not apparently ever attempt complicated patterns,
they always use a plain weave. Stripes are sometimes introduced by
means of coloured threads in the warp. Qualities of cloth produced
differ mainly in the thickness and density of the threads. Thus
from specimens in my possession, the coarse-lwm^loth, ^rmally
used for the trouserings of commoners, has Warp 19; Weft 22 threads

•The rug loom is quite a different piece of apparatus; it is not
considered here since its social relevance seems insignificant.
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CHAPTER 5

Warfare

Under present conditions large scale warlike activities on the
part of the tribes are a complete impossibility, but that does not
justify us in dismissing the topic of warfare altogether as being of no
relevance to the present social situation. Historically speaking the
traditional forms of Kurdish social organisation are associated with an
ideology of raids and counter raids, war, pillage and feud. Earlier
writers have undoubtedly greatly exaggerated the extent to which the
average Kurd in former times did in fact devote himself to murder,
violence and loot, but in describing this preoccupation they were,
after all, only accepting the Kurd at his own valuation. The Kurdish
ideal of manly behaviour does correspond very closely with the typical
English concept of a "Brigand". His folk tales are gory in the
extreme; his conversation hardly less so. And this has relevance to
the existing situation. The Agha likes to think of himself as a
military leader rather than as a landlord; he habitually classes all
his neighbours into 'friends' and 'enemies'. The consequences of this
attitude are highly subtle and cannot be examined here, but at least
two divergent trends can be noted. On the one hand the sharp
antagonism between neighbouring groups is even today a force of social
cohesion; the members of the clan or the tribe are aware of their unity
largely in terms of their common enmity to some other group. On the
other hand increasing economic contacts and the constant harmonising
efforts of the Police and the Administration, in so far as they are
successful in lessening intergroup suspicion, do at the same time serve
to lessen the social cohesion of the groups concerned.

While organised raiding or warfare is now impossible the
private feud continues and may be examined further.

The Feud

The motif of the blood feud may be summarised by the phrase
that "a man's wrongs must be avenged by his kinsfolk and his
descendants", and we may note at once that a system of small patnlocal,
nearly endogamous groups is peculiarly suited to perpetuate
antagonisms of this kind. The individual's near kinfolk are also his
neaTneighbours, and since his wife's kinsfolk are probably identical
with his own he is bound by no ties of loyalty to any group outside
his own village. Within the village all are bound together to resist
the aggressor, beyond it everyone is a potential enemy, the identity
of interest between the family and the village is complete.

Quarrels between villages may arise from a variety of causes,
chiefly economic. Water and grazing rights are always ill-defined
and may lead to serious friction in times of scarcity, and this may
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nowadays the Government takes an active interest in the proceedings
and by threat of dire and awful penalties is usually able to settle the
affair near the start. Much more serious is a feud in which
important tribal leaders are involved; here settlement is extremely
.difficult and assassinations may apparently continue for generations.
One auch major feud splits the Rowanduz district at the present time
and has become so widespread that the contestants have assumed the
scale and significance of political parties. Practically everyone I
met seemed tobe involved on one side or the other, some as active
assassins, others, the majority, merely as intriguers. The term my
enemies" was clearly highly elastic; - as faras I could judge there
was no particular distinction between mere political opponents and
those one was prepared to assassinate. The allegiance of the more
remote contestants is doubtless largely determined bykinship
considerations, but this is not always obvious. Anephew of Hamid
Amin of Serbia who had been shot in the back a year before was quite
Closely related to both of the principal contestant families; and there
seemed to be no obvious reason why he should be campaigning on one side
rather than the other.

When this particular feud started is not clear, but it was
already well established in 1918 and Hay mention,, it a number of times;
the most recent murder of the sequence occurred the day after I left
Rowanduz. The murderer had come out of prison three days before,
having been gaoled two years previously on account of an earlier
asIaatinaUof My records on the subject are certainly very£3»£m even so they show aconsiderable casualty record-

Descendants and Relatives of Bawil Agha - 5dead,^funded,

Descendants and Relatives of Abdulla Pasha- 4 dead.
-w ,^+oTio-lfid with all sorts of wider issues -Today the affair has become jangled ^ pro-British,Kurdish Nationalism in particular. accu ^ ^ ^

or pro-Arab, or ^f^^inVimi to unravel all the complex oflimited time available I ^^^Voived. Iraqi-Kurdistan
personal antagonicme and rival inter interesting to see how

Religious Organisation

Religion is not a subject that the investigator can gain much
informaUon on L his first preliminary survey, and my own studies in
this field were particularly alender.

+v,„ Hunqninis and the Nahaahibis in*Cf. the feud between the Husseinis anu
Palestine today.
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25/2?^iJa'S tte^SSaT St0 d830ribe in -ttperficial terjgive some description of thTmi! ° Ws faction as village priest, •"*
bSSs orUf: °f ^e cLmunig qUeTaS the *""*• ^S2S of the

f8 °r ritual practices!?detail. "^ "* atteBpt *° **
The Mulia

K^^^Siion1^^ ar88ident -alia. ThetffSlv, *}" accomPlLnmenS8 «r. " individual ere by no means easy
»«tS LC,la"«uaW and^n extend TT* ahHity S read and write
sSdSt q*ipBent ^ acquired durS. k?owled«e of the Koran. This
lives i dUring whi<* Se he i. Sf &J*"* P8riod °f training as aMuUaa h^6 his k«P ^ aV d7 fic uP°n the village in which J6
£3^5^S^^en^re.^

real u^ ^ attainments of tKll« be V8ry "<*• The
of th^ rStandin« °f Arabic a^d pI /^ V8ry «™atly. Some have aPorti s?±t-SM;i otJS.'iS'JS^frth. written liter.**
tK« 01 xt °n suitahlp ™»« - * •Loarn the Koran by rote and reel*'

2lUt?> *»*-2 of Se3K"an1oh0Ut "* ^-/understandingv1*
sradiallv ?" " the Sua student^n R»v 7°' 8Ven wcessarily i-pW "S reSiL7em0ri8in« the wholeTok ^ Wa8 qUite blind but was
the ££J« &S the mo8t sophisticated m^*8""^ however the Mulla ^
diat^7?tty.COD,,Bone» are literati J"!?*!! °f ^e community. *<*» "
insSc! °n^t Xdoubt their SSibn8! °f the *&** would claim the
Ha^fr? ,Callod in the Mulla both +Z ^ " Ali ^a of Rayat fornTe„t.^reD~f*a though hfcou ^cStSnr^6 hiS ^^ "*
be acriv earlier times one of th! u?, !*ly read *a3 scarcely
«e cSneHaad e*neral secreW t0tthe^a 8d8finite functions was J
Ste^?7nVapi41jr ""^ to^he fact tw' Oonditions in this resp*>*

and reeitf- •! 3 audience. He «*♦«*: ' whioh is entirely „
^ ia ?rIo,8 B*7tabl8 verse3 from the £2"U*8! &t weddings and funeral
PravLf Z6nKly CaUed ** to cure ai5£ ' Wwaa hi«ted father *•*
53£^s^3S"££«s•&*- •>

to
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free house and cultivation and from the commoners gifts in accordance
liuuoe oiiu. wiaj-v* jrt_„j iifl usually marries into thewith particular services rendered'̂ ^ual y^ kuraflaj ^ ^

community concerned and nis neiru
village.

It is difficult to assess what, in the norm, is his social
It is ^*"™*' H lB one 0f those who has the run of

position vis-a-vis the chief. ae*• re3erved for strangers andthe Agha's Guest House, a right otherwise^ ^ ^
near relatives («»»).«*J£t L «eneraliM. ***** n° doubt heBut beyond that it is difficult to S"1?™^1 .. Dreatige andshould use his religious influence to ^j^£^JSL. The
authority of his patron the Agha, but the "««Mulla in Rayat waa clearly *• olo-.^onfid«t^nd rigtthe Agha, he dined -^vening in the Gu^ » ^^ ^

came to the Guest House *t all during Jhewej^c SJ^W ^ ^ ^
considerable precautions seemed « ^^^ gource rf

nature.

+h«n It is clear that though the Mulla holds his land
To sum up then it is M«rw» functions are such

and his position as a direct fief £« ™£f wialth and influence. In
that he may yet gain considerable indepenaen
the old days it must have been necessgj"^ ^ ^ work ta
the gund that the Mulla•-» *j£g SgJ^ the attUude of the
close collaboration. Under P"8«J 80 f the community as a whole
Mulla appears to be of less significance ior ™

^ Au *u v.^ <+ mnv well be that in the plains where theOn the other hand it may^weiJ. »• influence of the
Agha ia frequently an absentee landlord, the soc
Mulla is much greater than is at present •• cas g laflumee tn^
for instance attaches much greater weight to tne »
seems justifiable on my own evidence.

The Mosque

a.-J«MS«£rffiSHSi-
yard of slatestone, surrounded by stone seats with a spring or a
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Ms shoes before stenni
prayers five times *da^aS JhlJ! "t^' Here the Mulla recites
average commoner is verj casual aL 7°uf*81 like " ^in in. Theall, those who do mostl? PraTL* t his Payers; many do not pray •*
SS„are frequently oxse..^^8* «»•". ™e A3*s on the otherHamid Amin of Dergala in SrtiLffCtl7onionss of my acquaintances
JSer8 *** ritual washin£ ft I aa7e a tremendous fuss about hie
on iV^t °ff in the affile 2vT",Jntep88tln« to note that he **%on again where he left off. '^T 0rders to his servants, and then *>
real religious feelings? I* ot^S ^ "» *— n° insight into his
for show. There i3 ad«f<5;* 8 1D,Pres8ion that it was largely done
devout Mohammedan -it I thf'haT^ Valu° atlc^ o^efag'a
same way the Aghas consistently^*0*81"18"0 0f a gentleman. In the
the seclusion and veiling of the£^ * 8h0W °f bein« ™ry strict about
while commoners, if they bother at !??8nfolk when strangers are pro"-0*

an, are lax and casual.

S5K "J*? ^e8f^ot°hisC°o^em!° t0 th8 ""osque to pray. Each *»''
An£f f Villaees dependingTf«° qU8' The aot*al practice varied *»*W I noticed that thej?was S™ "^ th8 8XanPle sat by the Agfa*-
Prayers when the Agha was thlre £ y° &Bttch hi«her attendance at
analogous to those of English ch^ J8*80*' The conventions seem to *°
a"8ndance -n the Sabbath. jS^f7^' ther° io a ""oh biggerinstance said hie prayers at w ITl***1'3- Aain of Dergala for
at the moaque, and most of the "tn? the W88k but °n Fridays attended

we village went too.

wSM^.With Bia««t attached ^„S,B0Bque ie normally a roofedwithin the covered I.™4, *» this case !>«»««, «~ v,.n -it]

bailor .if area and on the riUi, «. 18 l8 not invariable.
5Sdia!v.With Biai»'t attached ^„S,B°BqU8 is normally a roofwithin the covered courtyard on^he^o??06 WW8 « held 8ithei"
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CHAPTER 6

The Limitations of the Foregoing Material

The reader may have noted a serious defect in the samples of
evidence offered to support my generalisations. In nearly every case
the authority quoted is either an Agha or a near relative of an Agha.
It may reasonably be queried whether, - if all my informants had been
commoners, - the same general picture of the social organisation would
have emerged.

The reasons for limiting my enquiry to Agha sources were
strictly practical ones. I was the first Englishman for some years to
approach the district without some form of military protection, and
since it was assumed that I must necessarily be a secret agent of the
former mandatory power I was naturally the object of considerable
curiosity and suspicion. The high policy that caused Britain to
establish Iraq as an independent state is incomprehensible to the
Kurdish tribesman, and it is assumed that Kurdistan is somehow an
important bone of contention between the English and the Arabs.
Accordingly though I travelled with an official pass from the Ministry
of the Interior, it was generally assumed that m some mysterious way I
was plotting against the Government; my curiosity concerning the
intimate details of Kurdish life was regarded as a cloak with which to
hide my subtler designs. This put my Agha hosts in an awkward
position. Obligations of hospitality compelled them to treat me as an
honoured guest, and if my coming implied, as was rumoured, that the
English wSe coming back', then certainly they would be well advised to
treat me well. On the other hand if I was really an enemy of the
Arabs, any undue familiarity with me would surely lead to a relentless
grilling at the hands of the police as soon as I had left. And there
were futther complications - Hamid Amin of Dergala assured my
interpreter that he had not slept a wink throughout my stay. As he
saw it, I was in mortal danger. This was a golden chance for his
enemies - they had only to bump me off and it would be he that would
get in disgrace with the Government: Accordingly four armed sentries
were posted round my bed every night.

In this complex web of intrigue and distrust it is under-standablfthai the Ks, though willing enough that I should discuss
village affairs witfthem personally, were extremely £***»*
anything that I might attempt to discover without their knowledge.SrSngly? since I believed at the time that I would be returning tothe are^er for more intenaive study I made 1t aaUemp o^
SS^exT B&TSSZ£%f£~ 2r * .*«. ,Bi? «*.monograph as a basis for further research. Even where the facts as
described by me seem to be confirmed by further enquiry, it will be
necessary to round the statement off by an analysis of the position as
seen from the commoner's point of view. ^
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^e Positive Contributi,

sas^-^sittS o°f s: ?£*% •«• *̂ ^^*ousS-tf 5^° definitely hL S v?* *"*• «"* theiT first
contrasting ?" Kurds' Rather^ TaL+% 7° recoid the "manners and
the saal^L5aCt0r3 of oonflic* LJ 2h**?*" to thro* *ome light on tW
£1 pfjiyj; ^M:^Lx-ar *&t
virile, bCh **?» have bee* labelled °~P2 P8' ^^ •• agai7 »*show that^'i^ »*«« thin^a be'S. :eaCb8roua. bloodthirsty, U*

on

^rile, stuniH 8*°ttp have *«» labelled tt/^8' ^^ ^ ***?*« Iha8t2" •»* 8**•» things besi1es.tSer0U3' *°odthirflty, Jf
the 8tructur°f Caa be no ^oh MbTSJ. ^ 3tudy at least should
^tandaruis^^ttern of a society does1£?^ » ia t™8 that
interests oJ h .f Saviour, but this L^*088 Up°n ^dividuals some
r—.i!.8t8 of different indwj*..,'?" atructural oatt.™ „«•„.. ta the

standardi3Bt-irt„Pa^"r*" ux a society ..,,,, <„,„ """"- '- 1S "rui; *'""
interests oJ h .f Saviour, but this L^*088 Up°n ^dividuals some
resuUi*8 rL 7?fermt ^^duals £VS^S*1 pattem affects the
confoSy^Hr8 7lff8r acooSLgLWldeSf,differ8nt ^3 and th8ira stress Jfo «,cultural norm, indeed th- 0an never he absolute
cultural £ 8onfli°tin<r interests ind div DOrm itaelf axists only **
*•£? STIX* maUer ho* -taS S&5? attit«de3. HI
of fS',? *Ithln themselves at anv h PP8ar *» the light of* and Potential change, the JSanta^ ^ ±n a c°nstant state

Thus the han ^ precario"S.

however thos« ^ v" ^"P io functioning, ?" place all the time
he found fa Jin^!*efla^ The mecWi^ ^ "^tural" conditions,
and Polit^al^r °ti0n °f *^^*Sto5 f CUlture changa *• t0«*11 and oScu^T8;!' 7ie**d iTtMs iJ£t* differential economic
extending eveT^ S^**,tribe "^ blwTa^ffi the problen* evan of *Processef of ch!nJ J0rdition»^f our own ^ 88neral relevance,
•oeiologlaS T* Md dev«lopment £ a ™800lety. The atudy of
oasses fan best tf !? Jr>Wt I woSd ^ Pr°blem *°r
and relatively isolaS in th* *£**\^X<1** th888 Pr°'oan be clearlv t!« f1 ^^P* where the nTc o°nditions of a smallapplication^ n00**°*l but the protlem S °f ^iwidual interest

one of general

KINSHIP TERMS

TABlE I . MTHtftt RELATIVES

BAPlR OAflft

577
U«UO I AUOZMIN BAP DACK MtBOtPUBR pv«n

AMOZA

6*OAO ¥kMtRDIKHUSMa:

dORO

MCRMBA

- I
O Oft ^ 8U,

RUftA BW

d*o«o
NAitA

ZAWA KICN

0*C*Q
(MAWAf)

TA»LC n MOTHCW'S BCLATIVeS

9
• DAtK

rfoV9
£00

«r9
khalo | c:

<foRO
•HALOZA

ri'wp
«»*;5hk»7a

^-9

o on o

PUBBZA

TAbLC 31TA HUSBAND S BCtATlVtS

*•« ...

TABLE SIB WlPt'S »ELAT_t_WgS

ME^DKHUSHK

u i

'»'"• ZMIN

(husbaho) (wife)

d*—9

1

9
ZMIMKMU SmH
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N°t« on Table of n^ ^PENDix.
Gea8ral. TheT ^
5*2•L0l^8^r^oaiaten J» th8 »»-« — *aa "^1bl«ndiS of0?8,"1 Pe"ian. £$*£?* far f*wer Arabic importations
0°rresSndenS °~EUroPea« and S«Ui;an8Uage3 the ^ship terms aho*Pondence. j^,^ •« Semitic roots but there is no close

Kurdiah
bapir Persian
bap Jadd
daek Pidar
mamo madar
khalo 'ff™
bra W"!
khushk biradar
Icrj. khahar
kich Pia&r ibn

w°rd 'cousin™8?*8*8 of ^o-s tira £•a 8l-"*fioatory sense to „
terms Z2na UJ}°*** analogous totholloqulal use of the Bngli^

Grandfather
Father
Mother

*?• (Paten.al)
Brother ^
Sister
Son

daughter

Arabic
jidd
abu

11mm

1 urn

khal
akh

ukht

ibn

bint

Wtuai"uZr** ae™e of T^ aTste^3,and °f ****') ar

•mother's
-the

Table 2 meaning in the s«

'able 3. Zhln ° :ember3 °f *>'• - teira.8i8t"'. 8° ** *»
'-an- and W ^^^' '̂ bend' - fflean lltwaUy gimply
situation^Po?^ h°W ** of these tablBn
D«rgala told me^K w"*8 Jelal Beg Ll^8 •*•»*•* *» a
H° said he adSestJ hVJ 0nly one fitfif?,'" 0f ^e Mir of""ore specific WoSj JS 8t8P~»others as JaL' w ^ his own mother.
do not know wheSr aS! d^?8' thua oaak iatL *." h° Wanted to D*Throthers of Ego's fa*^ distinotion is made w " mother Patina'. I,B 8father and those who S^S??" ^l- who are full

are on]y half brothers.

r/G.t

•u >'ioE * 9

yuPQiSH LOOM

-rncM—

-QMGALA VILLAGf—
— fiOWAHDU/ —
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The Kurdiah Loom

-StaoSns *£ S8?0*8*' b8^adelcribed J* °PPOaits Page has not, •»Narrow Banf^g^t Treadle ££2 as ? ***»• heforf. -Ling Roth
treadle Loom, here ah°°m bUt *>« "of dL^**011 of fche Horizontal
Mesopotamia excent XT' ia ^ilar tt Z?*** iU The Kurdish Pi*rectangular SSJ^**" J-tStal*^* •— *» CentralTakPn < allo^n JJ Jta sley slung from a rigid
hlurre^^-^unction with th! lt "^

PI- i . " hand3- a treadle and works the

orres

Pig 1 i hand3- a treadle and works the
Ponding plan/8 L88?tion through th. •,
1-ttera a^aho^T8 °f *• apJSatS" "* »* *" the corres;
f*fj* of the SagrS *£* "**• jfto? T^ *«B.C.I).B. in «*&

'ted hv *u. **,?* frame but *..!:.of th* feed 1« ««+ ^w,-hw
S&tKSS1*12-^. A, can be sean it
T--' on £S^S ^^oowe^lotf^straight. 8id* if the -..^'.g^t. the warp being
h The TO0f (Weft) PU11 th8 ^ ****

« one of the photograpL this de^e. *£*'*• *- unaware of the
*"h a steel needle^!' l* consist al\Gfn be seen *» position
°ther. By adjusting th V*' *****£*£* Pieces of w°°d. eacb"f* to.form a rtS**!*8 i*** of the at!)1** *ith 3tring at the.
P^ces in positiofi^ * variable Wh "* the t"0 pieces can be

Fi* C*h 8°l0th hefore!££'< The dia^am shows the
rocker. 800W8 on« of the two puii *" ±n8lde the other#

Pig „ A 8y bl°Ck3 aupporting the heddle
suspended! it »n! °ne of the bars f*.

Pig E1 TS * Cr°88 888'S S'ft th8 ""* straps ara
threade^ihrourtif^^ticall,) the w ** *' »*»' *
both heddle anf Cotter^b8B°f *. haS.^ ?! WarP threads are

•*• "». 8»th - stM1 '°'<"t"i "* XO.P.J.•••"——tct^
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, tk (q rolled on the square sectioned breast beamThe finished cloth is rolled o * ^ rf four
(J . This is held in posit ^ ^ er the fixed ground peg F. To
holes in the sides of J and JjJ"0**8 Md Hand J can then be adjusted
adjust the warp the rope is freed 8|J'^enlence F.C.H. have been
at will. It should be noted that J?*80^ are poaitioned on the
shown in Fig.l as well as in Fig.2 though tney j>
weavers right hand side as indicated in the plan.

j^c Maze rods), the front one of which isThere are three spreaders^lazero j,, ^^ ^ ^ we.ght
in front of the raddle beam K. ™i « siipping forward into the
shown in figure 1, this P«Tf^^T^uncing' S I. Without thisheddle mechanism and prevents the warp adjustment.
device the rear spreaders would require

«, ,J-, v „„, k iq slightly grooved on the top face so as toThe raddle beam Kis e"«J * £ function as the spreaders -
keep the threads in ^{"J8^ 2d spread out. Its occurrence
that of keeping the warp tnreaat* w*
is unusiial in primitive loom designs.
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The Kurdish Water Mill - Mil *1 Hill Country, Turbine Type

PhotograS: aJaSnaSfPOaJJ8 £?* *,£"* ta amotion with the
dIstrXe.7OWandU2 ar«a (Map i SL^"111 "Instrated is found all
en?i2?Ut7°n' " ia »ot found'htHv )<a0° Pr0bably »*• a widefailSH differe"t type of^ate? 11", *? the plains districts where an
fail6d t0 tra°e a description of 2v /V ^ J tav8 80 far

Th„ or,«r»+< / ^ lmilar mtl1 elsewhere.
other ^PleTJ^S^Sanii8 ?? ^ *"* ">— °f D°Water is „„n i« ] mechania» employing this turbine principle-
or feed pipe £* 8gP ied ^ cha™l Hand falls down a steep shoot
obt68 478 f0na of a deep sided Sr t?tally 8ncl08ed *" more usuallyobtained by this means is aboutlH i 5* *°tal head of water
aitb?\?UT ****** throS a horLel; /! th8 bott« of the feedoan be adjusted by a mechaXn, mu0rizontal Jet L, the aperture of whichhouse. Pr0m ^ ^f^J" EL!**"?8- fro° the floS oTShe .til
ths 111 88t in a h8av* l2r£?| t a tS'0i- r0tor of *00d8nJhe skew and have a portion of th! ^888 blades are set slightly on
The extent of th« .v!!":°\°f .tbe uPPer face cut aw»v *„ I "tf. .cop.The extent of the kST^^T "? °Ut T *" P™«« a cup
hearfnbl0°7 Can be —»^» 5. SfJ a?S ph?to«»* No.^where a sparrlJ« and the whole rotor mechlm^h pict*re. There is no bottom
iti *«?* 8t8el ahaftin^ E.S"LS"** fr88ly from above,supported
wofiiJ'JrD* (whic^a «2S rigideLpthae8 throu«h ahoie vhed

corn nT f8ed aechaniem is best underata^VPl118 0n the fixed atone D-
stone i°4th8 d8Vice Qwhich is Joggled i' The dripfeed is
the eI«* ^iB caU8ea the feed Bto wiS!! * ;he rotation of the mill-£*2?8 Sc?i°f tba^Hetone! ^St?* ««* «» oorn grains i»to
hack aid^idjfj?th°fm1th0 *eed B« The screeS pf,!d i8 ad;)uated byuaH directions.0' th8 -"•*- - as to p^JenJ t's'S^ffSJ S »
^^fS-^^S^-3?^« ««- to the diagrams only

slightlyabtve t£ rSS'bSf" *««*3. ft! «!?*•*"*"«•». «* th8
slightly downwarSa. Se bSl8 ^ the ««ctioJ of tnl Vf^
incline of about 30 de*rL„ !! are thus struck <« *u Water flow
diagrams would seem to fn°8 ™tth*T than at the en£ whlCentre at «*
remarkably snoopy S .W**'* In actual^ ope«8HhOIl?0ntally aa K.
vibration devlops if Lv *VPeed8' but as iiSt^I °" *he Ba°hin8 WOrkP 8ny attempt ia made to drt«b® expected a violent

rive the apparatus hard.

/ PERSIA

* *
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1.

2.

3-

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15-

16.

List of Photographs

People. Young Kurdish Agha- « uAgna, - a nephew of Ali Agha of Raya^

^isitin^SuUa? °f NauPurdan, his elder brother, and •
—lings. Typioal hOTiae conatniction> ^^

Ali Agha's "Black Tent" „+ o
at the -•' «* la 2 -SesTSouse^ "~ "°ition

Pood. Girl churning man* n«
early dawn. ' m °Peration normally carried ou* at

A visitor tnifrvo vi

hread (a*)?^*'"81- ^ food ^"t* * **£*,
»aatao (watered oowT*' 88Ua P11". ghee, and, as drij*'
removed bef"esi?SnBU,at)- Note that shoes have **>of 1,,™ „. °7 81tting down to eat. w„+„ .i., the b0**

"«atao (, watered down I\ ^•liH». ghee, and, a» —
removed before sitH..""" '" Note that shoes have be
of lump sugar besidffhJT t0 8at* Note al30 ***the teacups in the background.
Uavot TT4 1 t _ .Plough - Rayat Village.

Plough - detail. Note the <
can be dismantled. 31°Plioity with which the appar

Threshing-Hill country style, walash Village.
-^ins style. (See comments in text).

Winnowing -Rayat Village.

The travelling carpenter makes a .<
maKea a winnowing fork.

•atus

( "
);

Turbine Water Mill - (•*„.
IJte comparison with diagrams; especially

- Rotor bladea.

Pcaopll: Young Kurdish Agha-a nephew of A.i Agha
of Rayat.

Plate 2.
People. Hamid Amibrother, and a visiting Mulla.

n Agha of Naupurdan. his elder
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.'- .. •••- % \v ; •..-•.-.:..• .-•••.•• ».- T?£v*
Plate 4. ~ J

Dwellings. All Agha"* "Black Tent »« r
sea.cn at the „e?r end I, the "Guest Lo^:. Thejuest House.

rood.^Girl churning mast, an operation normally carried
out at early dawn.

Plate 6' , k„ m«l The food consists ofthinFood. Avisitor takes hi^meal Ihe .0 ^^
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Plate 7.

Plough. Rayat Villag,

^4 r

Plat

apparatus call be' dismanVed! Simplicicy with which the

•

••••*" • • • *- • r -"^»-

Threshing. Hill country style; Walash Village.

KsMng. Plains style. (See comments ,n text.)
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Plate 11.

Winnowing. Rayat Village.

The travelling carpenter makes a wi
nnowing fork.

Plate 13. .
Loom. (For comparison with diagrams.;

Plate 14,
Loom. (For comparison with diagrams.)



Plate 15.
Turbine Water h
especially Fig. 2.) (Fo

Plate 16.

Turbine Water Mill. Rotor blad
es.

London School of Economics Monographs on Social Anthropology series
Sent* Editor Charles Stafford

•Hi* over 70 volumes publishedsince I949. including classic HW*^^^^yttWkfrom all branches ofSocial Anthropology the
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